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When I addressed graduates in my last letter, we were just beginning to see the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic. We all had to quickly adapt to a “new normal.” At WPAOG, this meant
employees working remotely and pivoting our services to meet the needs of the Long Gray
Line in new ways. We stood up the AOG Emergency Operations Center and created virtual
versions of major events (Founders Day, SACCs, Board and Advisory Council meetings, etc.).
While we adjusted to new demands in uncertain times, our commitment to WPAOG’s mission
and vision never wavered. During a time of social isolation, maintaining our regular
communications to you, including USMA and WPAOG COVID-19 updates, print and digital
editions of the Spring issue of West Point, our “First Call” and “Parent Review” newsletters, and
daily memorial notifications and social media posts, took on greater importance, and we found
new ways to make the Long Gray Line the most connected alumni body in the world.
One such initiative is the Long Gray Line Outreach project. The goal of this project is to reach
out to graduates to see how they are doing amid the COVID-19 pandemic, to ward off feelings of
isolation, and to connect them with WPAOG services, if needed. For example, we referred
graduates to our Career Services program if they were transitioning between jobs. We also
referred those graduates seeking to connect with other grads to their local West Point Society.
Finally, we referred graduates needing personal attention with specific requests to our
Gripping Hands program, which connects grads who need help with grads who can offer
assistance. By June, were able to personally interact with over 22,500 graduates, receiving a
tremendous response from most of those we contacted. Thank you for your participation in this
important initiative.
In service to West Point, we are happy to report that WPAOG construction projects continued
uninterrupted during the pandemic. Construction of the Anderson Athletic Center, which will
house the Army West Point Sprint Football, Volleyball, and Softball teams, is now complete, and
we look forward to having a ribbon-cutting ceremony for the center this fall. Construction is
also nearly complete on the General Crosbie E. Saint Equestrian Center, an indoor riding arena
and stables that will support the Cadet Equestrian Team and the West Point Community.
Finally, WPAOG’s construction team completed six major renovation projects.
WPAOG collected and shared stories of all the great work grads are doing to flatten the curve in
the COVID-19 fight, some of which are included in this issue of West Point magazine. For
example, you can read about the outstanding efforts of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, led by
Lieutenant General Todd Semonite ’79, which created numerous Alternative Care Sites around
the country to assist local hospitals with an overflow of patients due to the coronavirus. We also
have grads testing for a vaccine, engineering emergency respirators, treating infected patients,
rescuing others in a foreign country, making hand sanitizer, securing personal protective
equipment for essential workers, and more. I think you will be as inspired by their tales of hope,
faith, and courage as I was.
Through the generosity of alumni from across the country, WPAOG was able to provide a
world-class livestream of this year’s graduation ceremony so that families, friends, and the
entire nation could celebrate this event with the graduates. The broadcast highlighted
commitment, strength, resilience, sacrifice, and grace, told through the stories of cadets,
faculty, and alumni. Even while working to flatten the curve, the Long Gray Line is pumping up
the Corps and the Academy. “Well Done” and thank you!
Grip (wash) Hands!


Todd A. Browne ’85
President and CEO
West Point Association of Graduates
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FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT

Fellow Members of the Long Gray Line:
Onbehalf of the West Point Team, thank
you for your understanding, support, and
patience these past fewmonths as we
respondedtothe coronavirus pandemic.
Our comprehensive anddeliberate
responseincludedcancelling, postponing,
or limitingin-personparticipationin
Academy events, includingclass reunions
andtraditional graduationweek activities.
These actions, while disappointing, were
necessary toensure the healthandsafety of the West Point community
andour visitors, particularly our alumni. I appreciate the great work by the
West Point Teaminbothprotectingthe force andcomingupwithcreative
solutions that allowedus toholdmany of these events virtually.
Despite these challenges, we still have the responsibility tothe readiness
of the Army andthe nationby providinga newcohort of leaders tothe
force eachyear. As the Chief of Staff of the Army, General McConville ’81,
recently stated, “You can’t telecommute tocombat.” It was alsoimportant
that we celebrate the Class of 2020’s accomplishments andexcellence in
anappropriate andsafe way, todemonstrate the collective resilience and
strengthof our nation. Therefore, after a deliberate andthorough
planningprocess, we safely brought the Class of 2020back toWest Point
toout-process, commissionandgraduate, takingthe appropriate
measures toensure the healthandsafety of the class, as well as the
community at large.
OnJune 13, we welcomed1,107newlieutenants fromthe Class of 2020to
the LongGray Line duringa graduationceremony onthe Plain, which
was alsoprofessionally livestreamedtofamily andfriends, thanks tothe
support andgenerosity of several of our alumni. This outstandingclass
distinguishedthemselves inall aspects of their leader development
experience, boasting38graduate scholarshipwinners, 30honor
graduates anda combined.570winningpercentage inintercollegiate
athletics throughout their four years. Additionally, 73percent of the class,
toinclude 117women, will start their careers ina Combat Arms branch.
Throughout their four years at West Point, the members of the Class of
2020have exemplifiedexcellence anda winningspirit, whichthey now
take tothe force as the Army’s next generationof leaders of character.
Concurrent withgraduationplanning, we set conditions towelcome back
the rest of the Corps of Cadets toconduct summer trainingandtoreceive
the Class of 2024for Cadet Basic Training. Thanks tothe incredible efforts
of the USMAteam, alongwithgreat support fromthe Army, we adapted

our summer trainingcycle toensure cadets andstaff cansafely trainand
operate ina COVID-19 environment, leveragingbest practices fromthe
Army’s enlistedaccessions programs while continuingtocoordinate with
the Army, state andlocal partners onhealthprotectiondecisions. As with
the Class of 2020for graduation, summer training, whichkickedoff in
early July, was precededby COVID-19 testinganda 14-day controlled
monitoringperiod. As part of this modifiedsummer trainingcycle, we
welcomedthe newcadets of the Class of 2024over three staggered
R-Days inmid-July. Unlike the traditional R-Day experience, families and
friends were not able toobserve the day’s activities.
This summer’s trainingcycle, althoughmodified, is still robust and
challenging, preparingnewcadets for the rigors of West Point andfurther
instillinganddevelopingthe military skills for these future leaders.
Alongwithsummer training, we have alsobeendevelopingoptions for
the timingandformof the next academic year andfall events. As of this
writing, we are makingfinal decisions onhowtobest execute, andwe will
keepyou informedas those decisions are made.
Our nationhas facedsome very challengingandunsettlingtimes these
past several months, not only due tothe COVID-19 pandemic but also
because of the civil unrest over racial tension. At USMA, we are
committedtoeradicatingracismwithinour ranks. We dothis by treating
people withdignity andrespect, while showingthe kindness and
compassionnecessary tobuildtrust andcohesionwithinour community.
WhenGeneral McConville calls us the “goldstandard,” we recognize that
this means the Army, andindeedthe nation, looks tous as anexample of
what is possible whenpeople fromdiverse backgrounds unite andaspire
tolive honorably. We will continually strive toshowthe nationandits
citizens that their trust inus is well placed.
Ultimately, what binds us together as one team—one family—is that oath
eachof us took tosupport anddefendthe Constitution, dedicating
ourselves todefendingour nationandupholdingits values. It is that
sharedcommitment tothose values andideals that define us as
Americans, alongwithour strength, resilience, andresolve, that will see
us throughthese challengingtimes.
As always, thank youfor all youdofor West Point andtheLongGray Line.
Army Strong!
Darryl Williams ’83
Lieutenant General, U.S. Army
60thSuperintendent, U.S. Military Academy

For the U.S. Military Academy’s latest coronavirus guidance, please visit
WestPoint.edu/coronavirus
4
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ANSWERING THE NATION’ S CALL:

Grads on the Front Lines of the COVID-19 Battle
By Keith J. Hamel, WPAOG staff

For more than 200 years, ever since a hundred or so West Point graduates
served in the War of 1812, members of the Long Gray Line have been on the
front lines of every struggle this nation has faced. And, in each circumstance,
they served laudably.

Image: USACE–Public Affairs
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very plebe knows General Winfield Scott’s “fixed opinion” of
how West Point graduates positively affected the outcome
of the Mexican War. Some might also recall Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker’s words to then USMA Superintendent Major
General William H. Smith, Class of 1892, praising graduates’
impact on World War I: “Our great overseas army was made and
led by West Point men, and the incredible swiftness with which it
was trained for its great task is a tribute to the fineness of the raw
material, and also to the leadership generated by West Point.”
Finally, upon accepting the 2017 Thayer Award, President
George W. Bush, addressing the topic of West Point graduates’
bearing on the War on Terror in Iraq and Afghanistan, said,
“The graduates of West Point have taken their rightful place in
history alongside the men and women who preceded them…
They did their duty, with honor, for their country, and they

proved themselves worthy of the Long Gray Line that stretched
before them.”
In 2020, the nation has again found itself facing a moment of
historical crisis: the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.
In mid-March, the president declared the fight against the
coronavirus “a war” against an “invisible enemy,” and, as they
have throughout history, West Point graduates quickly mobilized
to meet the new enemy on many fronts. These “fronts” included
building Alternative Care Sites to meet projected increased
demand for hospitalizations, testing for a vaccine, engineering an
emergency respirator to solve ventilator shortages, treating
infected patients, rescuing others in a foreign country, making
hand sanitizer to address supply shortfalls, securing personal
protective equipment for essential workers, and more. At some
WEST POINT | SUMMER 2020
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ANSWERING THE NATION’S CALL: GRADS ON THE FRONT LINES OF THE COVID-19 BATTLE

Above: LTG Todd T. Semonite ’79, 54th U.S. Army Chief of Engineers and Commanding General of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and COL Tom Asbery, Commander, New York District, speak to “60 Minutes” about the operation to turn the
Jacob Javits Convention Center into an Alternate Care Facility to ease the hospital burden in the battle with COVID-19.
Top, left: SPC Craig Mossop, assigned to the 169th Infantry Regiment, conducts outer perimeter security checks of
the Javits Center in New York City, May 17, 2020.
Left: U.S. Army SPC Crystal Gonzales, assigned to the 44th Medical Brigade, conducts COVID-19 testing at the mobile
Analytical Laboratory System unit outside the Javits Center in New York City, May 18, 2020. Armed forces personnel
collaborate as an integrated system in support of the New York City medical system, as part of the Department of
Defense COVID-19 response.

Building Temporary Hospitals to Meet
COVID-19 Demand
The most visible and concentrated group of graduates in the fight
against coronavirus belong to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE), led by Lieutenant General Todd Semonite ’79. At the
beginning of the pandemic emergence in the United States,
USACE got its mission assignments from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, which was representing states that were
predicting hospital bed shortages due to the contagious nature of
the coronavirus.
“We received an unbelievably complicated problem, but we
needed something super simple to solve it,” says Semonite. The
solution USACE devised was a “standard design concept,” which
transformed existing facilities—some small closed spaces (hotels
and college dormitories) and some large open spaces (athletic
arenas and convention centers)—into hospitals for either
COVID-19 or non-COVID-19 patients, called “Alternative Care
Sites.” With five days between the awarding of a contract and the
arrival of its first patient, the Jacob Javits Convention Center in
New York City, complete with more than 2,000 beds, set the
standard for USACE’s coronavirus response. Just weeks later,
6
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USACE had more than 60 mission assignments related to
Alternative Care Sites and had completed more than 1,100
assessments nationwide for additional sites. USACE’s amazingly
rapid accomplishment in the coronavirus fight was a
monumental feat that even surprised its then chief. “I’m
surprised the idea took off,” says Semonite. “I had visions of
ambulances pulling up behind the hospital and somebody at
the emergency room door saying, ‘No room; go down to the
next site.’”
The idea worked for several reasons. Major General Anthony
Funkhouser ’85, Deputy Commanding General for Military and
International Operations, USACE Headquarters, notes the
organization and flexibility of the Corps of Engineers as two key
factors in its success. “Unlike with our system to support natural
disasters, when they called on the Engineers to respond to
COVID-19, we couldn’t turn to a stock system like we do
seasonally for FEMA,” he says. Instead, USACE broke the details
of construction management down into simple categories:
COVID-19 or non-COVID-19; small-room hotel or large-room
arena. “When you have problems with too many details to
enumerate, you first have to stay organized, so you can brief
decision makers on what immediately matters,” Funkhouser
says, and he points out that remaining flexible also helped.
“There isn’t a battle drill for the unknown,” says Funkhouser.
“This is why USACE trains its officers to be adaptable and
flexible leaders who can think through a problem while the
variables are developing.”

Photos: USACE–Public Affairs

point in time, after the pandemic has been successfully
vanquished, someone will likely look back and, as has been the
case throughout history, say that it was the leadership,
dedication, and service of the Long Gray Line that made a
difference in the coronavirus fight.

ANSWERING THE NATION’S CALL: GRADS ON THE FRONT LINES OF THE COVID-19 BATTLE

According to Major General Robert Whittle ’90, Deputy Chief
of Engineers and USACE Deputy Commanding General,
determination also played a role in the success of USACE’s
coronavirus response. “Our motto in the Corps of Engineers is
‘Essayons’ [Let Us Try],” says Whittle. “Over time, our deeds
have changed the very definition of the word Essayons to mean
‘We Will Succeed.’” He reports that, through determination,
USACE consistently stayed ahead of the need for healthcare
facility expansion, constructing or converting facilities in an
average of nine-and-half days to serve as Alternative Care Sites.
“The coronavirus doesn’t sleep, but with 24/7 building
operations, neither do the engineers,” Whittle says, admitting
that USACE was also determined not to ignore its normal
engineering projects during the coronavirus fight. “Necessary
work has continued, and we are watching weather patterns
closely and preparing for the unknowns of hurricane season and
regional flooding,” he says.

One of the USACE leaders then monitoring for hurricanes and
flooding was Major General Diana Holland ’90, then
Commanding General of USACE’s South Atlantic Division
(now Commanding General of USACE’s Mississippi Valley
Division), who notes that, whether hurricane or coronavirus
response, the dedication of the Corps of Engineers to help has
been the same. “When I came to this position in July 2017, it was
just in time for hurricanes Irma and Maria to slam our region,
and I was really struck by how similar the emergency response
following a hurricane is to being deployed to Afghanistan;
meaning, the desperate situation people find themselves in,”
Holland says, “and I saw that situation again with our emergency
response to coronavirus, during which USACE contractors and
employees have been just like soldiers, determined to do the
mission no matter what the risk may be.” Holland reports that
everyone in her division “raced to the sound of the gun” to assist
MG Robert Whittle ’90 with Illinois Governor J. B. Pritzker and Chicago Mayor Lori
Lightfoot at an April 17 briefing in Hall B of the COVID-19 Alternate Care Facility at
McCormick Place.

“There isn’t a battle drill for the
unknown. This is why USACE
trains its officers to be adaptable
and flexible leaders who can
think through a problem while
the variables are developing.”

Photos: USACE–Public Affairs

‒MG Anthony Funkhouser ’85, Deputy Commanding
General for Military and International Operations,
USACE Headquarters

COL Andrew Kelly ’94, commander of the Jacksonville District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, hands the keys of the completed Alternate Care Facility the district built in
the Miami Convention Center to Kevin Guthrie, Deputy Director of the Florida Division of Environmental Management. The facility provides 450 beds, 50 of them intensive
care unit beds.
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in the fight against coronavirus. “They couldn’t imagine not
being a part of it, not helping,” she says, “and the important
thing to note about the Corps’ emergency response function is
that it’s not professional emergency responders that do most of
our work; instead, it’s folks that are normally sitting in a cubicle
somewhere across the nation.”
Civilians who are willing to put their lives in jeopardy must have
trust in their leadership, and it’s likely this factor that has
contributed most to USACE’s success in the coronavirus fight.
“We build a lot of buildings, but at the end of the day the most
important thing we have to build is relationships,” says Semonite.
Throughout the coronavirus fight, Semonite says his number one
priority was to protect the force. “I compare it to combat, and
any time you lead the sons and daughters of America into
combat, somebody is expecting you to bring them back alive, so
it has to be without a doubt your most demanding duty,” he says.
“Every single day building Alternative Care Sites to combat
COVID-19, we were taking care of our contractors, our Corps of
Engineers civilians, and ourselves.” But he also saw his duty as
building trust with the American people, realizing that the
country was placing its faith in the Corps of Engineers to make a
difference in the pandemic. To achieve this objective, Semonite
held Pentagon press briefings and provided dozens of interviews
with national media outlets (including Time magazine, “Good
Morning America,” the “Today” Show, NPR, Fox News,
MSNBC, CNN and The Atlantic), updating the daily progress of
the mission and reassuring the nation that the Corps was

on the job. “When you see a soldier in uniform in a bad area,
you get some degree of solace knowing there’s at least somebody
here to help and that there may be a light at the end of the
tunnel,” Semonite says. “We in the Corps are just proud to be
part of that team, and I can’t think of a more noble calling than
either leading troops in combat or building facilities that keep
people alive.”
While the Corps of Engineers succeeded in its first mission
against the coronavirus, some experts are predicting there
might be a second (or even third) wave of COVID-19 still to
come. “We have learned lessons from our COVID-19 response
that will help us do even better when we are called on again,”
says Major General Scott Spellmon’86, who was nominated in
January to become the 55th Chief of Engineers (pending
Senate approval), “And not just for a COVID-19 response but
in all our construction programs,” he says. On the tactical level,
Spellmon notes that USACE is constantly improving the
methods, materials, and techniques used in constructing
Alternative Care Sites, and, on the strategic level, he says that
USACE has learned more about forecasting the spread of
infectious disease and selecting site locations that complement
that nation’s health care system needs. “Our team will continue
to look ahead at the demands of future pandemic outbreaks
and build on lessons learned,” Spellmon says. “We are also
constantly collecting data for analysis, working with our
partners, and designing our systems to be efficient in the ‘new
normal’ so we are ready for tomorrow.”

Searching for a Vaccine
On March 30, 2020, the same day that patients began to arrive at
the USACE-converted Alternative Care Site at the Javits Center,
Alex Gorsky ’82, Chairman and CEO of Johnson & Johnson
(J&J), announced that J&J had selected a lead vaccine candidate
to combat the coronavirus, with Phase 1 human clinical trials to
begin by September. “Even as we are heartbroken by the lives lost
and the strain on our institutions and communities, countless
people have been working tirelessly to offer the world a reason to
feel pride, inspiration, and hope,” Gorsky wrote in the
announcement that day.

MG Diana Holland ’90 then Commander, USACE South Atlantic Division, travelled to
Miami Beach where the Jacksonville District awarded a contract to convert the Miami
Beach Convention Center into a 450-bed hospital for potential COVID-19 patients.

8
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For more than a century, J&J has been a trailblazer in the fight
against contagions and their sometimes-resulting pandemics. In
1918, J&J introduced the “epidemic mask” to battle the Spanish
Flu. In more recent history, J&J has conducted research for
therapies and vaccines to mitigate the spread of Ebola, Zika, and
HIV. “Nothing motivates our scientists, our researchers, our

Photo: USACE–Public Affairs

J&J was first made aware of the coronavirus’s genomic
sequencing data in mid-January. “Within the first several hours,
our scientists were reviewing that information to see what we
could do with our vaccine platform and how we might be able to
make a difference,” Gorsky says. “In very short order, literally
within a period of a couple of weeks, they marshalled together a
plan and began some very fundamental work around the virus,
putting something together that we feel with good confidence
can make a difference.” At the same time, other J&J scientists
began searching all its pharmaceutical libraries to look at
therapeutics or other medicine options that have ever been
studied to an extensive degree in J&J history and that might be
available to combat coronavirus.

ANSWERING THE NATION’S CALL: GRADS ON THE FRONT LINES OF THE COVID-19 BATTLE

Left: Dr. Paul Stoffels, Chief Scientific Officer at Johnson & Johnson (center), with other members of his team at the Janssen Pharmaceutical labs in Leiden, The Netherlands.
Right: Alex Gorsky ’82, Chairman and CEO at Johnson & Johnson, pictured in front of J&J’s Credo, a statement of the company’s founding values, which are displayed at J&J
headquarters in New Brunswick, NJ.

physicians, and our employees more than when they are facing a
major public health crisis,” says Gorsky. “Their passion and their
commitment to trying to do whatever they can are part of the
fundamental DNA of the people who work at J&J.”

Photos: Provided by J&J’s Communications Group.

Gorsky, who thought about attending medical school after his
time as a Field Artillery officer in the Army and whose wife,
sister, and niece are nurses, says that he shares his employees’
passion to find a vaccine for coronavirus. “It’s incredibly personal
to me,” he says. “All of us are vulnerable, and I think the more we
understand that, the even greater sense of urgency we have, and
the greater sense of compassion and empathy to be doing
everything we can to rally our resources, our expertise, and our
capabilities to make a difference here.”
Like West Point’s motto of “Duty, Honor, Country,” J&J has a
set of values that guides its employees and its mission. Called the
“Credo,” it challenges J&J to always put the needs and well-being
of the people its serves first, and Gorsky says he has been
incredibly fortunate to spend the overwhelming majority of his
career with values-based organizations that place a premium on
“callings.” “For me, having a calling versus just having a job or a
role makes it so much more meaningful, so much more
important, and some much more inspiring to do what I do every
day,” he says. “When people feel they have a calling, they will do
whatever it takes to get the mission done, which was as true for
me in the Army 30 years ago as it is today at Johnson & Johnson,
as I try to mobilize the organization around producing a vaccine
that is not only safe and effective but is also in large enough
quantity to make a difference.”

Inventing an Emergency Respirator
At the start of the coronavirus pandemic, one of the immediate
threats was the critical shortage of ventilators. Estimates had

projected that 960,000 coronavirus patients in the United
States would need a ventilator at some point, but early on,
hospitals only had about 200,000 of them in reserve. Weeks
before the Defense Production Act was enacted and automakers
started manufacturing ventilators, the MIT E-Vent team and
Kimberly Jung ’08, a master’s candidate in Massachusetts
Institute of Technology’s Mechanical Engineering
Department, were on the job.
Jung was one of the team’s project managers, a position for which
her West Point and Army background was vital to the success of
the project. “Though at times I’d be with the others wiring
circuits and cutting aluminum in the machine shop, my role
could be equated to an XO,” says Jung, a former engineer officer
who served in Afghanistan. As project manager she was
responsible for setting the team’s goals, managing daily huddles
and information flow, tracking decision-making, and above all,
taking care of fellow team members (keeping them fed).

“When people feel they have a calling, they
will do whatever it takes to get the mission
done, which was as true for me in the Army
30 years ago as it is today at Johnson &
Johnson, as I try to mobilize the organization
around producing a vaccine that is not only
safe and effective but is also in large enough
quantity to make a difference.”
‒Alex Gorsky ’82, Chairman and CEO of Johnson & Johnson
WEST POINT | SUMMER 2020
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“Academia is well-suited for research, but in times of crisis, not
necessarily for emergency management,” she says. “The basics of
being a team leader and moving things along in a stressful
environment with high stakes made it just like a battlefield.” The
MIT E-Vent team put it 16-hour days, seven days a week. “It was
very much like deployment,” Jung says, “and we bonded
together, just like a squad.”
Similar to USACE’s “standard design concept,” the beauty of
MIT E-Vent’s solution to a complex problem was the simplicity
of its design and its strict adherence to clinical guidelines.
According to an MIT press release, “The key to the simple,
inexpensive ventilator alternative is a hand-operated plastic
pouch called a bag-valve resuscitator, or Ambu bag, which
hospitals already have on hand in large quantities.” The rapidly
assembled volunteer team of engineers, physicians, computer
scientists, and others then went to work devising a mechanical
system that could precisely and reliably squeeze and release the
Ambu bag, since this is not something that a medical worker
could be expected to do for any extended period. In only four
weeks, they had an inexpensive (approximately $1000 to $2000)
hardware prototype that could pump around one million cycles,
which is what would be typically required to support a ventilated
patient over a two-week period. By mid-April, one of MIT
E-Vent’s manufacturing partners received FDA Emergency Use
Authorization approval for a ventilator inspired by the team’s
design and released hundreds to New York.
“It has been an honor to be part of an effort that helps saves
lives,” says Jung. “I think as West Pointers, we have it in our

Ambassador Matt Klimow ’74 discusses U.S. policy priorities in Central Asia with a
local Turkmenistan journalist at the Ashgabat American Center, a U.S.-funded library
and resource center that promotes education and access to information.

DNA to heed the call to serve, to be the one in the arena and to
figure out what it takes to get the mission done.”

Others in the Fight
Many other grads have stepped up in the coronavirus fight,
proving Jung’s West Point “Service in our DNA” theory.
Ambassador Matt Klimow ’74, for example, worked tirelessly

“I think as West Pointers, we have it in our DNA to heed the call to serve, to be
the one in the arena and to figure out what it takes to get the mission done.”
‒Kimberly Jung ’08

The MIT E-Vent unit, consisting primarily of a readily available Ambu bag and a mechanical ‘squeezing’ system, is tested to answer the research
question: ‘Is it possible to safely ventilate a COVID-19 patient by automatically actuating a manual resuscitator?
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Kimberly Jung ’08 served as
a project manager on MIT’s
E-Vent team
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Left: “Normal” USACE projects continue during the coronavirus fight. On April 23, 2020, LTG Semonite ’79 signs a Chief’s Report authorizing the preconstruction, engineering
and design phases for the New York and New Jersey Harbor Anchorages Study, while MG Scott Spellmon ’86, USACE deputy commanding general for civil and emergency
operations, holds up the study’s placemat in the background. Right: USMA Superintendent LTG Darryl Williams ’83 speaks at an April 30, 2020 COVID-19 Pentagon press
briefing about plans for the West Point 2020 Graduation; with him were Chief of Staff of the Army GEN James McConville ’81 and Secretary of the Army Ryan McCarthy.

Photos:USACE–Public Affairs; DoD photo by Lisa Ferdinando

with his partners in the government of Turkmenistan, which
abruptly closed its land borders and suspended nearly all
international flights in early March due the coronavirus
pandemic, to untangle bureaucratic issues and arrange a charter
flight on March 28 that carried 72 U.S. and third-country
citizens from the city of Turkmenabat directly to Washington,
DC. Colonel Melissa “Missy” Givens ’93, M.D. (Retired) also
stepped up. Despite retiring in February 2020 after a 23-year
Army career, she answered the call when the Army sent out an
email in March asking those with medical backgrounds who had
previously served to return to duty, and Givens helped turned

Columbia University’s soccer field into a 200-bed field hospital
for New York Presbyterian Hospital, for which she then served as
medical director, using her own connections on social media to
recruit hundreds of volunteers to serve with her in the fight.
There is also the case of Travis Prikryl ’07, founder of PMP
Health, who partnered with a former employee to help hospitals
and healthcare systems around the country, which had
unfortunately fell victim to nefarious actors selling counterfeit
PPE (personal protective equipment) at the start of the
coronavirus crisis, to find legitimate suppliers of PPE and combat
the fraudsters that were trying to take advantage of the

To address the State of Colorado’s request for additional hospital bed space for anticipated COVID-19 patients, FEMA directed USACE to build out a temporary facility for up to
195 beds at The Ranch in Loveland, Colorado.
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USACE implements COVID-19 social distancing practices. Above: MG Diana
Holland ‘90 (far right on screen) holds a web meeting with her executive office
team on April 2, 2020. Above right: MG Mark Toy ’87, then Commander of the
Mississippi Valley Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, greets a colleague with
an alternative “handshake.” Right: During its mission to flatten the curve against
COVID-19, USACE released a daily infographic detailing its progress, which by the
end of May showed nearly 100 percent completion of assignments.

COVID-19 situation (read more stories about these and other
graduates’ impact on the coronavirus fight on pages 13-22).

Duty, Honor, Country
What unites all these graduates in the fight against coronavirus
is what unites all members of the Long Gray Line: “Duty,
Honor, Country.”

“It is our duty to take up a burden when it is presented to us and
know we have the skills, time and resources to be able to serve
our country in an actionable way,” says Jung.
“Those words drive almost every decision I make both personally
and professionally,” says Prikryl. “I personally knew hundreds of
facilities that were telling me that they were within days of
running out of PPE and saw it as my duty to get involved and
help in any way I could.”
General Douglas MacArthur, Class of 1903, predicted the power
of these words, “a great moral code,” in his famous speech
accepting the 1962 Thayer Award, saying that they are a “rallying
point to build courage when courage seems to fail, to regain faith
when there seems to be little cause for faith, to create hope when
hope becomes forlorn.”

This is exactly what the Long Gray Line continues to do during
the coronavirus fight. USACE’s Alternative Care Sites, built by
numerous West Point graduates, provide hope that the nation
can change the trajectory of the curve. Johnson & Johnson, led
by Gorsky, gives America faith that a day will come when its
citizens are no longer threatened by the COVID-19 contagion.
Jung and the MIT E-Vent “squad’s” efforts profile courage by
showing that there is always a strategy to try against seemingly
insurmountable odds. And many more graduates are presently
following the dictates of “those three hallowed words,” fighting
the best that they can, so that MacArthur’s conclusion will
remain as fitting in the war against coronavirus as it has in all
conflicts involving West Point graduates:
“The Long Gray Line has never failed us.”

“It goes back to those three words that we learned at West Point, which we
do every single day by living Army values, understanding mission
accomplishment, and having a passion for service to this nation.”
-LTG Todd Semonite ’79
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Addressing USACE’s role in the coronavirus fight, Semonite
says, “It goes back to those three words that we learned at West
Point, which we do every single day by living Army values,
understanding mission accomplishment, and having a passion
for service to this nation.”

ANSWERING THE NATION’S CALL: GRADS ON THE FRONT LINES OF THE COVID-19 BATTLE

As WPAOG began researching and interviewing graduates fighting against COVID-19 in
March and April, the magnitude of this story of service to country became more apparent
each day. West Pointers from all walks of life were responding to the call to serve, each in
his or her own way. Every story we heard was compelling and inspiring. We have selected
some of the stories we have been gathering of “grads in the fight” to share with our
readers, in hopes of uplifting and inspiring you. Thank you to the Long Gray Line for your
lifelong service.
Matt Klimow ’ 74
U.S. Ambassador to Turkmenistan
In early March, at the start of
the coronavirus pandemic, the
central Asian country of
Turkmenistan abruptly closed
its land borders and suspended
nearly all international flights.
A week later, several U.S.
Embassy personnel, local U.S.
citizens, and citizens of other
partner nations were sitting on
a plane for five hours, waiting
to take off, when, around
midnight, Turkmenistan
cancelled the flight. Everyone had to deplane, but private U.S.
and third-country citizens were afraid to leave the terminal
because exit stamps had already been placed in their passports.
Turkmenistan officials then started testing the passengers with
thermal imaging equipment, wanting to quarantine a student
they claimed had tested positive for COVID-19. Thus, at
2:00am at the Ashgabat airport, Ambassador Matthew
Klimow ’74 entered the coronavirus fight.

Photos: U.S. State Department; USACE–Public Affairs

“My personal intervention prevented a young student, who
had no symptoms of COVID-19, from being placed in
quarantine,” says Klimow. “Furthermore, I am proud to say
that our U.S. diplomats applied their local knowledge and
contacts to untangle the bureaucratic issues and refused to
leave the terminal until authorities accepted a resolution on
immigration documents, securing the best possible outcome
under the circumstances.”
In the days that followed, Klimow and his Embassy team
worked tirelessly with their partners in Turkmenistan,
successfully arranging a charter flight on March 28 that
carried 72 U.S. and third-country citizens from the city of
TÜrkmenabat directly to Washington, DC.
“I have often told junior officers in the Army and first tour
Foreign Service Officers that I mentor that I believe that each
of us is called on to do something in life that no one else can
do—a task we must be prepared to accomplish when the
moment comes for us to act,” says Klimow, a retired colonel. “I
think West Point planted that message deep inside me, and at
the Ashgabat airport at 02:00 in the morning, it was pretty
obvious that I had arrived at one of those unique moments,
having the moral authority that comes with being an

ambassador representing the United States of America with a
duty to protect vulnerable people.”
As of June 10, despite strict quarantine orders and travel
restrictions posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the U.S.
State Department has repatriated, or helped to repatriate, more
than 100,000 U.S. citizens from 136 countries on more than
1,140 flights.

COL Andrew Kelly ’ 94
Commander, USACE, Jacksonville District
One of the more noteworthy
Alternative Care Sites the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers built
at the height of the initial wave
of the coronavirus pandemic
was at the Miami Beach
Convention Center. The 450bed, 246,000-square-foot site
was contracted for completion
by April 27, but, when Florida
Governor Ron DeSantis visited
the site on the second day of
construction and met with
Lieutenant General Todd Semonite ’79, he said that Florida
was expecting to hit its COVID-19 peak on April 21. So,
Semonite told the Jacksonville District and its commander,
Colonel Andrew Kelly ’94, to have the Miami site built before
the night of April 20. Working 24-hour shifts, Kelly and his
team did the seemingly impossible: they delivered the site early,
completing construction on April 18 and turning it over to the
Florida Division of Emergency Management the next day.
Kelly cites three reasons he and his team were able to pull off
building the Miami Convention Center site on the accelerated
deadline. “First, we got comfortable with ambiguity, and
figured out the plan and its details as we worked,” he says.
“Leaders often get stuck wanting more info or a better plan
before starting movement, but we made the assumptions
needed to keep the momentum going and continued to refine
as we went along.” Kelly says that identifying experts and
defining the decision-makers early also made a difference. “In
this case, there was a wide variety of opinions, different
medical experts had different preferences, and the customer—
that is, the hospital or medical staff operating the facility—
wasn’t identified yet,” he says. “Through Florida we got the
medical decision-makers identified and made them available
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Kelly also champions his civilian workforce, many of whom
had never responded to any “normal” USACE emergencies
like hurricanes or earthquakes, as a key to the success of the
Miami Alternative Case Site. “Our people, as a general rule,
think about the well-being of others ahead of themselves,”
says Kelly. “Its humbling to lead a diverse workforce so willing
to help others.”

Travis Prikryl ’07
In March, several news
outlets reported on the
massive shortages of personal
protective equipment (PPE)
that many hospitals were
experiencing around the
country. Not mentioned in
these reports was that, as
demand for PPE increased,
hospitals were left having to
buy from unknown suppliers,
some of which profited from
the dire situation by selling
counterfeit PPE. At the same time, other suppliers had
available inventory of critical items, but could not connect
with buyers because they were unknown in the commercial
healthcare sector. Enter Travis Prikryl ’07, founder of the
healthcare company PMP Health.
“I joined with one of my previous employees, who currently
manages a series of laboratories running COVID-19 testing
in conjunction with Red One Medical, a Tier-1 supplier to the
State Department and Department of Defense registered
through the FDA, that had direct manufacturer relationships
with companies that produce PPE supplies,” says Prikryl,
“and we helped supply healthcare facilities throughout the
country with the millions of surgical masks, gowns, and
gloves they needed.”
Prikryl credits the preparation he received at West Point for
his actions during the coronavirus crisis. “I believe the
academic, military and athletic requirements I experienced at
West Point shouldered me at a young age with an unbelievable
amount of responsibility, pressure and demands, establishing
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the time and crisis management skills that I use to this day,”
he says. “It’s those skills that helped me manage the highstress and desperate calls I received during this pandemic in a
way that allowed me to respond in the concise and accurate
manner that was critical to helping these facilities.”
Tim Dunn ’07, Prikryl’s classmate, sums it up by saying, “I
believe Travis’s actions have helped countless healthcare
systems obtain PPE at a fair price, when they so desperately
needed it during the COVID-19 crisis.”

COL (R) Melissa Givens ’93
Director, NY-Presbyterian Ryan F. Larkin
Field Hospital
In February 2020, Colonel
Melissa “Missy” Givens ’93
M.D. (Retired) had just
retired after more than two
decades as an emergency
room physician in the U.S.
Army, where she once treated
soldiers in Iraq. Six weeks
after her retirement, with the
coronavirus threatening the
U.S. population, she was back
serving her country, this time
volunteering as one of the
leaders for the NewYork-Presbyterian Ryan F. Larkin Field
Hospital at Columbia University.
In just six days, NewYork-Presbyterian converted the Baker
Field Athletic Complex, also known as “the Bubble” (an
indoor winter-practice facility used by Columbia’s varsity
sports teams), into a 200-bed facility capable of treating noncritically ill COVID-19 patients from the 10 hospitals that are
part of the NYP system. The 90,000-square-foot space was
outfitted with electricity, oxygen ports, plumbing, and other
critical equipment needed to assist those with mild to
moderate coronavirus symptoms.
Meanwhile, Givens led a Herculean effort to staff the hospital
in less than two weeks. Using social media, she tapped her
network of Special Operations veterans and was able to amass
hundreds of volunteers. When it opened in April, the field
hospital was run by physicians, nurses and medics who were
predominantly former military personnel. NewYork
Presbyterian credentialed these providers based on their
military training and experience with oversight by Givens and
Dr. Kate Kemplin, the Chief Nurse.
“It’s a win-win,” Givens told a New York City cable news
outlet. “We’re able to let veterans do what they love to do, and
that’s run at the sound of gunfire, and the gunfire is
now coronavirus.” Over nearly six weeks, the team treated
hundreds of patients before closing the facility as the
crisis subsided.” 
Photos: Submitted

24/7 for real-time decisions on construction elements such as
patient entry/exit, clean rooms, the number of showers for
patients and staff, pharmacy requirements, and more.”
Finally, Kelly wasn’t afraid to make choices. “On this mission,
it was natural for experts, who were not used to working in
such an environment, to want to get into the very fine details
and to consider many options, but it often boils down to a
simple choice between two good options,” Kelly says. “Since I
wasn’t the expert in any one thing, I was able to ‘see’ the
choices from a different perspective, and I was confident in
driving decisions from the true experts quickly, believing that
it is better to make a good choice on time than a great choice
too late.”
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Profiles of West Point Grads in the COVID-19 Fight
WPAOG has received many inspiring stories of service from West Point grads all over the
country who are doing their part in the ongoing fight against the COVID-19 pandemic.
Here are brief summaries of few of their stories. Please check the WPAOG Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram pages for videos and full details and watch for more stories, which
we will post as we receive them. WPAOG thanks all West Point grads doing their part to
help during this pandemic.
Connors ’88 Plans Camp Smith
COVID-19 Response Logistics with
Help from Fellow Grads
In March, WPAOG received a call
from Colonel (Retired) Timothy
Connors ’88, U.S. Army Reserve,
Director at the National Guard
Training Post at Camp Smith in
Peekskill, New York. He was
tasked with rapidly planning a one
million square foot emergency
temporary warehouse facility to
respond to the COVID-19 crisis.
Connors was able to tap into the expertise of fellow
graduates to get the job done. WPAOG's Alumni Support
and Career Services teams were able to quickly connect
him with other grads working in logistics, traffic
management, trucking and warehouse management,
enabling him to get the project’s strategic planning done
in just three days instead of several weeks. Thanks go out
to Jim Moye ’78, Chris Easter ’88, Kevin Dice ’89 and John
Silvers ’90 for answering the call. Connors noted: “I always
tell people that West Point is a demanding master. But one
can always count on our Alumni to collectively step up and
do what's right for the right reasons. Their selfless service
has been on display here. Being a part of it is worth every
sacrifice made and hardship endured.”
Learn more: bit.ly/connors88

Boeckmann ’12 Helps USAR Soldiers
Stay Paid During COVID-19 Crisis
Captain Dymon Boeckmann ’12
is Commander of the 355th
Chemical Biological Radiological
Nuclear Company near Las
Vegas, Nevada, responsible for
training, safety, security, and
discipline for 85 U.S. Army
Reserve Soldiers. As COVID-19
started to affect her squad,
Boeckmann implemented a plan
to support her soldiers by keeping them trained, facilities
supplied, and maintaining their pay. She received an idea
about soldiers working virtually from a commanding
officer and started devising a plan to make it happen.
Starting in April, Boeckmann took responsibility for
virtual training for soldiers under her command and has
ensured they all received virtual training in safety,
security and discipline. In May, Boeckmann started
providing local Las Vegas soldiers the opportunity to
work extra paid time on post in order to help the
company with mandatory tasks such as inventories,
vehicle maintenance, and supply operations. The virtual
training format was so successful that it has already
been extended into June. Boeckmann said that being
able to have local USAR soldiers work at the Reserve
center, improve the organization, and have some income
is really important to her. “A large majority of my soldiers
are college students and some of them work in the
hospitality industry, which has been impacted
tremendously by COVID-19.” she said. Boeckmann has
asked all full-time USAR company staff to identify
shortfalls in their areas that soldiers can assist with
during this time in order to make the COVID-19 situation
a time to improve.
Learn more: bit.ly/boeckmann12

National Guardsmen loading supplies at Camp Smith.
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Richard Caponi ’01

Merritt ’06 Uses Apparel Company to
Make Facemasks for Front Line Workers
CEO Tyler Merritt ’06 is using his T-shirt company, Nine
Line Apparel, to make daily face masks for essential
workers who are on the front lines of the COVID-19 crisis.
His partner, CMO Richard Caponi ‘01, and their team
worked non-stop to produce and donate tens of
thousands of face covers for workers who need them the
most. Merritt explains his passion for this project, saying,
“I am the son of a person who will die if he contracts this,
and I am also the son of a nurse.” Nine Line Apparel has
also created a new type of protective mask called the
AMPP Mask that could one day be used in place of the
N95 mask, if the FDA approves it. The company has
already donated more than 2,000 of these reusable
protective masks to first responders.
Learn more: bit.ly/merritt06

Nine Line Apparel production floor.
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Tyler Merritt ’06

Merritt ’06 at the Homeland AMPP mask press release in April 2020.

Callahan ’86 Creates PREVAIL NY
Ventilator to Treat COVID-19
Dr. John Callahan ’86 at the Syracuse VA Medical Center
closely monitored the emergence of COVID-19 and was
concerned with the number of patients requiring
ventilators due to acute respiratory failure. He realized the
United States would be facing a ventilator shortage if it did
not act quickly. Callahan found a decade-old study from
MIT on a student-designed, low-cost ventilator and
tracked down the lead project engineer, Dr. Alex Slocum.
They spoke in March, and Callahan proposed combining a
medical “respiratory circuit” to the technical actuator
device designed by the MIT team. The MIT effort expanded
with the goal of creating an “open-source” design (which
evolved into the ventilator described on page 9). Callahan,
however, sought to produce commercial-grade ventilators.
He took his respiratory circuit design to Syracuse
University and, through the Dean of Architecture, came to
work with JMA Wireless, a cell phone manufacturer. In just
10 days, Callahan and JMA engineers created the PREVAIL
NY ventilator, mating commercially available, off-the-shelf
components with Callahan’s respiratory circuit. “What I am
most excited about is its familiarity to physicians around
the world and that it has many of the same technical
components that are common to ventilators that currently
exist,” says Callahan. After successfully ventilating three
pigs with COVID-19 induced Adult Respiratory Distress
Syndrome, the JMA Wireless corporate counsel submitted
the PREVAIL NY device for “Emergency Use
Authorization” to the FDA. While social distancing
measures have mitigated the need for emergency
ventilators in the United States, PREVAIL NY is ready to be
deployed inexpensively whenever it is needed. “I credit my
West Point education with helping me to succeed in
getting this product fielded,” says Callahan. “In seeking
help on this project, I was told by many that it could not be
completed, but I think West Point imbues all graduates
with persistence, which is learned though our many trials—
successes and failures—as cadets.”
Learn more: bit.ly/callahan86
WEST POINT | SUMMER 2020
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Thurman ’00 Maintains Hospice Care
and Helps Create Drive-Thru COVID-19
Testing Clinic
Dr. John Thurman ’00, Medical
Director of Great River
Hospice House in Iowa, could
see the COVID-19 outbreak
was heading in his direction.
So he doubled down,
continuing his work on
Hospice care for his patients
and at the same time joining a
team to create a COVID-19
drive-thru clinic in West Burlington, Iowa. As more
resources were diverted to COVID-19 testing and
treatment, Thurman worked around the clock to keep
hospice patients taken care of and safe during the
pandemic. He says, “Our clinic is working to resume
normal operations with proper social distancing, mask
wearing and cleaning all rooms before and after each
patient visit. I still manage and monitor the hospice
house, admit patients and care for them to ensure
comfort before passing.” He also connected with fellow
West Point grad Gary Williams ’00, who helped supply
the hospital with proper PPE gear for the medical staff.
When the hospital CEO reached out to Thurman for
guidance on planning a COVID-19 testing site,
Thurman stepped up to the plate. He and his colleague
Dr. Michael Abouassaly quickly decided that the
fairgrounds across the street from the hospital would
be an ideal location, and determined that a “drive-thru”
clinic model would be the best use of the space for a
COVID-19 testing site. Construction for the official “Test
Iowa” site started on March 24, and the drive-thru clinic
officially opened on May 26. The staff at the clinic have
been seeing more than 100 patients a day since it
opened. Thurman says that once the COVID-19
outbreak is contained, the test site can continue to be
used for disaster relief initiatives.

Wilson ’85 Travels Cross Country to
Volunteer in NYC Hospital
Darlene “Cookie” Wilson ’85 started working at the
epicenter of the United States’ COVID-19 pandemic on
April 6. When word spread that New York City hospitals
were struggling to handle the influx of patients, Wilson, a
clinical instructor at the UT Austin School of Nursing, did
not wait to be recruited. As a former helicopter pilot who
served multiple tours overseas, Wilson is the first to tell
you that running into crisis and assisting the most
vulnerable is her calling. According to Wilson, her West
Point education shaped her deep commitment to public
service. “The mission of the Military Academy is to
create leaders of service for the nation,” Wilson said. “I
think most of us take that very seriously. It’s not that I am
altruistic, it’s that I consider service to our nation as my
personal responsibility.” On the podcast “Adapt +
Overcome,” Wilson talked about her experience
volunteering in the emergency department at Elmhurst
Hospital in Queens, an area that was hit particularly hard
by the virus. “One of the greatest challenges is that none
of us know each other. We’re in head-to-toe garb. All we
can see are each other’s eyes,” she said. “There’s not
that continuity that you have in a regular emergency
department. This is more like war. You can’t see. You
can’t help. You have to trust each other.”
Learn more: bit.ly/cookiewilson85

Learn more: bit.ly/thurman00
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The West Point grads who
own and operate Feltman’s
of Coney Island are making
sure doctors, nurses, and
first responders get the
appreciation they deserve.
CEO Joe Quinn ‘02 created
a program that allows
people to nominate
medical workers and other
emergency staff who have
been serving the public throughout the COVID-19
outbreak to receive a thoughtful care package of a box
filled with all-beef hot dogs and mustard with a note of
thanks from Feltman’s of Coney Island in Queens, New
York. Co-owners Quinn and his brother Michael have seen
firsthand the service and sacrifice of first responders. They
began the program on March 22 and have received and
delivered more than 4,000 nominated care packages in
the United States. Fellow West Point grads working at
Feltman’s are Nick Loudon ’04, Executive Chair, and Rob
Boeckmann ’12, CMO.
Learn more: bit.ly/quinn02

Photos: Submitted

Hoffman ’92, Sulley ’92, Boyle ’90 and
Team Harnass Data Analytics and AI to
Combat COVID-19
In early April, several USMA graduates formed a team to
bring the power of data analytics and artificial intelligence to
bear in the fight against COVID-19. InfoCorps is a nonprofit
“AI for good” organization formed and run by Jason Hoffman
’92 and teammates Rose Devereux Sulley ’92, Chris Boyle
’90 and a group of volunteer data scientists and AI and
machine learning experts. Under the leadership of these
USMA grads, InfoCorps is actively engaged in the war on
COVID-19 by creating powerful, predictive data-informed
models to help hospital administrators in the state of North
Carolina forecast their ability to reopen their doors to meet
the healthcare needs of North Carolinians. InfoCorps is
currently engaged in cooperative partnership projects with
the Veterans Administration of North Carolina, XPRIZE &
Pandemic Alliance and various military base hospitals and
DoD facilities to solve complex data problems dealing with
the COVID-19. They are hopeful that this ongoing effort will
quickly be used within the entire North Carolina medical
system, as well as by other hospitals across the nation.
InfoCorps has also been in contact with the U.S. Army’s
XVIII Airborne Corps to share open source data to help
inform the Fort Bragg based unit’s COVID-19 response.
Learn more: bit.ly/hoff man92
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Quinn ’02 Sends Coney Island Care
Packages to Thank COVID-19
Essential Workers

Karasz ’87 Converts from Making Wine
to Making Hand Sanitizer
The onset of the COVID-19 outbreak caused shortages
of hand sanitizer nationwide. One West Point grad, Dr.
Mark Karasz ’87, used his Rock Stream Vineyards
production capacity in
upstate New York to help by
producing sanitizer spray
made from distilled wine
alcohol, aloe and tea tree oil.
It takes the distillery about
three bottles of wine to make
one eight ounce bottle of
hand sanitizer with 67
percent alcohol content.
Starting in early March, they made more than 3,000
bottles, and Karasz offers a discount to health and
military personnel fighting the COVID-19 outbreak.
Learn more: bit.ly/karasz

Rose Devereux Sulley ’92 and Jason Hoffman ’92
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Underwood ’87 Leads COVID-19
Response in Northwest New Mexico

Palmatier ‘74 Helps Fight COVID-19
in Haiti

Dr. Bob Underwood ’87, Chief
Medical Officer at the San Juan
Regional Medical Center in
Farmington, New Mexico, and
his team established an
emergency operation center
before there was a single
COVID-19 case in the state.
They curtailed elective surgery,
established dedicated COVID19 areas of the hospital, closed the normal ICU to all
patients except for COVID-19 patients, and converted a
“stepdown” unit into a fully functional ICU for nonCOVID-19 patients. In March, the Center set up a drivethru “External Assessment Area” where patients could
be tested for COVID-19. As of late May, 44 of their 123
patients were either COVID-19 positive or suspected of
having COVID-19 pending test results. “We are feeling
the surge here in the Northwest corner of New Mexico
more than other parts of the state. We believe we have
passed the ‘peak’ of that surge. We are adjacent to the
Navajo Nation, the largest Native American reservation
in the country. The COVID-19 infection is having a very
serious impact on the Navajo Nation, in terms of total
numbers as well as the intensity of the disease. That is a
large proportion of the COVID-19 patients that we are
currently seeing. We are working directly with the Indian
Health Services, a federal health service, to care for this
at-risk population.” The team is also working with local
businesses to produce 3-D printed face shields to
augment their PPE. Underwood notes, “The response of
our community, our providers, and of the local
businesses to the needs of the healthcare organization
have humbled me in the sincerest way. I have not seen
this level of unity and common goal before.”

Colonel (Retired) Bruce
Palmatier ‘74 is helping lead the
effort to fight COVID-19 in Haiti,
one of the poorest nations in the
world, which has been hard-hit
by recent disasters that have
devastated the healthcare
system. As volunteer treasurer
for Seeds of Hope for Haiti, Inc.,
he and his team are working
with an in-country partner to provide PPE, COVID-19
care and education to the remote mountain village of
Grand Boulage, Haiti. “Confirmed cases appear low,”
Palmatier said, “but testing is almost non-existent, so
the actual number is likely orders of magnitude higher.
Social distancing is largely ignored because so much
of the meager economy depends on ‘marchants’
(street merchants) to feed their families. No work?
No food.” Last year, Seeds of Hope for Haiti opened a
clinic in Grand Boulage, located about 13 miles
northeast of the Port-au-Prince airport. This clinic is the
target for their COVID-19 support. Their goal is to
provide PPE and COVID-19 care at the clinic to a
population already struggling with food insecurity,
poverty and political division.

Learn more: bit.ly/underwood87

Learn more: bit.ly/palmatier1

Ellis ’91 Leads Toledo Medical Center
Response to COVID-19
Lieutenant Colonel (Retired)
Michael Ellis ‘91, MD is the Chief
Medical Officer at the University
of Toledo Medical Center in
Toledo, Ohio. Since January
2020, Ellis has helped develop
and lead the hospital’s response
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Additionally, as an Infectious
Diseases physician, Ellis has
spent approximately half of his time caring directly for
COVID-19 patients. He notes, “My experiences as a Field
Artillery officer and then Army Infectious Diseases
physician have prepared me well for responding to the
pandemic. Army physicians have been integral in
combating COVID-19: leading the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (Dr. Robert Redfield), leading the
U.S. Coronavirus Task Force (Dr. Debra Birx), and
serving in many other ways as physician-leaders,
clinicians, and scientists around the country.”
Learn more: bit.ly/ellis91
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Bunin ’96 Posts Videos for Physicians
on How to Use Ventilators
On National Doctors Day on March 30, WPAOG sent
“thank you” messages and offered support to
graduates who are doctors or medical professionals.
Ninety-two medical professionals responded with
positive replies. Colonel Matt Hueman ’96, MD, who
was working treating patients, sent a photo in his PPE
gear, and also took the time to share what he called
“the real story”: the great teaching work of his
classmate, Colonel Jessica Bunin ’96, MD on the front
lines of the COVID-19 pandemic. Bunin, a faculty
member at the Uniformed Services University who
specializes in critical care, has been uploading
instructional videos on YouTube to help other
healthcare workers, especially physicians who have not
worked extensively with ventilators, to share best
practices from her experience working with COVID-19
patients. Many of her videos now have thousands of
views (with one viewed over 46,500 times) and
comments of gratitude from healthcare workers
combating the virus across the globe.

Batchelor ’09, Faldowski ’09 and
Viti ’08 Provide Lunches for
VA Hospital Workers
Wyatt Batchelor ‘09, Mark Faldowski ‘09 and Michael Viti
Jr. ’08, three former Army Football teammates, have been
providing free meals to medical professionals working in
their local VA hospitals on the front lines of the COVID-19
outbreak. Using businesses they own in partnership,
Batchelor, co-founder of MBN brands, which owns
numerous Jimmy John’s sandwich shops, and Faldowski
and Viti, co-founders of Legacies Alive, started delivering
lunches on April 1, calling the program “Meal Drops for
VA Hospitals” or #GotYour6. Since starting their effort,
the trio has given away nearly 1,500 box lunches to VA
Hospital staff members in Salt Lake City, Denver, Kansas
City, and Little Rock. Batchelor notes, “Receiving a care
package, or just a friendly gesture, can go a long way
when you are working tirelessly for the public good.”
Learn more: bit.ly/VAmeals

Photos: Submitted

Learn more: bit.ly/bunin96
View Bunin’s video: bit.ly/buninvid
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Fogarty ’10 Partners with USACE to
Help Construct Alternative Care
Facility in Chicago
Lant Fogarty ’10 works for Clark
Construction in Chicago, Illinois.
From March 30 to April 24, Clark
and its trade partners worked on
a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
project to convert the
MetroSouth Medical Center on
Chicago’s South Side into an
Alternative Care Facility for
COVID-19 patients. As the
project manager for Clark’s architecture squad, Fogarty
oversaw the carpenters, painters, and floor installers for
the project. “We had daily meetings with our
subcontractors, internal team, and the overall team,
which included our design partners and the Corps of
Engineers, to resolve issues, define scope, and drive the
work,” says Fogarty. “As the overall project manager to
our senior project manager and project executive, I
provided project updates, helped to implement and
steer the team toward their vision, drove the quality and
punch list process, and handled some miscellaneous
duties such as contracts, security, and medical
screenings to ensure that everyone on site did not show
symptoms of COVID-19.” In just 22 days, four days ahead
of schedule, Fogarty and Clark Construction delivered a
585-patient bed facility, with 265 beds providing ICUlevel service to support critically ill patients. “It was a
fast-paced and an extremely tiring project, but it has
been the most rewarding thing I have done outside of
my Army service,” says Fogarty, who deployed to
Afghanistan as a Field Artillery officer with the 2nd
Brigade, 101st Airborne Division during Operation
Enduring Freedom. The construction of the MetroSouth
Alternative Care Site was one of three facilities
supervised by Colonel Aaron Reisinger ’94, Commander
of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Chicago District.

Fuhrmeister ’74 Tests and Treats
COVID-19 Patients at the Navajo Nation
Dr. Paul K. Fuhrmeister ’74
USPHS, volunteered to help fight
the COVID-19 epidemic affecting
the Navajo Nation as part of a
team sponsored by the COVID19 Care Force. He completed a
two-week assignment in
Shiprock, New Mexico at the
Northern Navajo Medical Center,
which provides outpatient,
emergency, inpatient, and public
health services for the Navajo Nation, which is a current
hot spot for COVID-19. More than 4,800 tribal members
have tested positive for the virus, and there have been
158 deaths. At press time, the Navajo Nation surpasses
all 50 states in cases of coronavirus infections per capita,
and the peak in cases is not expected until June or July.
During his assignment, Fuhrmeister helped make public
health calls to patients in the community, and assisted in
screening and testing ill patients for the virus. “One
challenge that I faced was learning to understand the
home and social environment of individuals of a different
culture, many of whose primary language is not English,
and many of whom use traditional medicine practices at
home,” he said. “Another challenge was adjusting to the
heat and high altitude while working outdoors in full PPE
all day. My USMA and Army experience helped me
immensely with meeting these challenges.” 
Learn more: bit.ly/fuhrmeister

Learn more: bit.ly/fogarty10
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Virtual Training to Enhance Military Education
Bohemia Interactive Simulations (BISim) is proud to support West Point by providing Virtual Battle Space (VBS) software. We’re honored
to help prepare West Point cadets for careers of professional excellence and service to the Nation as oﬃcers in the U.S. Army.
BISim's VBS4 software provides the simulation environment needed to help West Point accomplish its mission.
VBS4 is an easy-to-use, whole-earth virtual and constructive simulation. It supports hundreds of individual
and collective training tasks including land navigation, military terrain analysis, 3D modeling and
testing of experimental vehicle designs, and virtual staff rides.
bisimulations.com
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OPERATION RESILIENT KNIGHT:
World Class Teamwork Supports
Cadet Success in Second Semester

By Kim McDermott ’87, WPAOG staff

pring break for the United States Corps of Cadets started
March 7. Even before the cadets were preparing to leave, the
Academy was already thinking ahead to the possibility that the
cadets would be gone beyond the March 15 return date due to the
coronavirus pandemic. On March 12, USMA announced it would
delay the return of the Corps until March 29. But this was not to
be an extension to spring break. In fact, the entire West Point
team was gearing up to conduct remote learning until the cadets
could return.
With an unprecedented amount of collaboration and teamwork
across the board, classes resumed only a few days later than they
would have—on March 19. That evening, Lieutenant General

Darryl Williams ’83, Superintendent, announced that the Corps
would not be returning on March 29, saying, “A deliberate and
robust planning effort is focused on how to best continue our
mission,” and, “This process will identify the best time for the
Corps to return.” Ultimately, the entire second semester was
completed successfully via remote learning.
Two significant things, one past and one present, set the stage for
this historic accomplishment. The first was a recent overhaul of the
digital working environment at the Academy. While it was
initially intended to help USMA stay competitive with peer
institutions, there was no way at the time to foresee the vital role
the updated environment would soon play. The second was an

Above: Registrar Jim Dalton teaches a Physical Geography and Terrain Analysis class using Microsoft Teams.
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operational planning team (OPT) established by the
Superintendent to develop a prudent response to the unique
challenges of the pandemic confronting the Corps of Cadets
and the West Point community.
Starting in the fall of 2018, USMA began transitioning its digital
environment to leverage tools and features in Microsoft Outlook
365. Dr. Rachel Sondheimer, Vice Dean for Academic Affairs,
says USMA was “incredibly lucky” for this recent transition, as it
added an entirely new suite of capabilities. “It would have been the
definition of impossible,” says Colonel Ed Teague ’95, USMA
Chief Information Officer, of how the transition to working
online would have been prior to the migration. “Three or four
years ago, we didn’t have the redundancy we needed to make sure
that we had a good,
resilient system. We
didn’t have the
collaborative tools. I
honestly don’t know how
we would have done it.”

In early March, USMA was studying how the Department of
Defense and higher education were responding to the pandemic.
It was becoming increasingly clear that USMA should prepare for
remote learning. Beginning on March 5, the Center for Teaching
Excellence (CTE) got to work. The Director of the CTE, Dr.
Mark Evans, says it would be a “major about-face for most faculty.
It was something the CTE had to research rapidly.” Within a
matter of days, there was a plan in place to provide resources and
training for faculty. Dress rehearsals took place March 12-13, and
two days of training seminars March 16-17. Classes resumed on
March 19.

Evans says the training was not mandatory, as some of the faculty
were already quite proficient with the online collaborative learning
tools. However, the sessions
were highly attended—with
between 50 to 200 people
attending various sessions.
USMA’s Chief of Faculty
Learning, Innovation,
Collaboration, and
On March 14, Colonel
Research, Colonel Ray
Shane Reeves ’96,
Kimball ’95, adds that by
Deputy Head of the
providing the training
Department of Law, was
online they could
asked to lead the primary
“appropriately impose social
OPT. Other members of
distancing” and also
the OPT were selected by
“smooth the learning curve
Academy leadership
that much faster” because
based upon their
the faculty would be
particular skill sets and
learning in the
talents. Reeves says,
environments they would be
“West Point teammates
soon using.
Dr. Amy Richmond (lower right corner) teaches an Environment and Development class via
from across the enterprise, Microsoft Teams.
selected based upon their
Sondheimer noted that the
experience and expertise, immediately began to build a framework CTE has never been leveraged in this way before. The Center’s
for addressing these extraordinarily complex circumstances. Using work has historically been more routine. The team is typically,
the Army’s deliberative decision-making process, the OPT
“bringing in new faculty every year, getting people better at
developed OPERATION RESILIENT KNIGHT.”
teaching over time, bringing in new innovations, always looking
over the horizon in that way.” This was an entirely new mission,
Colonel Mike Yankovich ’94, Vice Dean of Operations, says,
and she says it was sheerly “tremendous teamwork” that made it all
“West Point is not necessarily staffed to support the development
happen-in a week. Kimball points out that the scale of the
of an institution-wide response to a major event like the COVIDtraining is also noteworthy, as the CTE typically operates with
19 pandemic.” Rather, the staff structure is designed to support
groups of faculty closer to a dozen instead of several hundred.
day-to-day functioning of a military academy. But the OPT was

Photo: Dr. Amy Richmond

able to develop a new, amended task organization. The Army
Cyber Institute and Admissions were task organized to work for
the Dean; others to work for the Commandant. The OPT also
established standing cross-functional Line of Operations (LOO)
working groups. Examples of the LOOs are curriculum, force
protection, communications and logistics.

Referring to the collaboration across departments and directorates
as “top-notch,” Yankovich says it highlighted the “amazing
amount of talent” at West Point. Almost everyone had to do
things outside of their typical work function. Faculty were
contributing at the national level—providing subject matter
expertise in areas such as math modeling, bio-diseases, and
data visualization.

Kimball adds that it was important to have “focused, tailored
resources that departments would be able to use to set up courses
in a way that worked for them.” The goal was for the departments

“Teamwork is part of the Army

ethos that isn’t necessarily a part
of other academic institutions.”
-Dr. Rachel Sondheimer
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As second semester was continuing online, USMA leaders came together at Arvin Cadet Physical Development Center on March 30 for a combined arms rehearsal as part of the
planning process to best determine the criteria for future decisions about the return of the Corps of Cadets, graduation, and summer training.

to be able to use discipline-specific pedagogies and not try to
impose a one-size-fits-all approach. “We wanted to put tools in
people’s hands and let their creativity take off.”

Movement) do not lend themselves to remote teaching. Leaders
across the Academy worked hard to figure out ways to reschedule
those classes and other DPE events for the summer and fall.

Dr. Rebecca Jones-Kellogg, Associate Dean for Curriculum and
Assessment, led a review of academic policies, since existing ones
were not geared to online instruction. Jones-Kellogg also led a

The rationale for resuming classes on a Thursday was to give the
faculty a couple of days to see their cadets, see how they were
doing and get a feel for how this new technology and teaching
method would work. They then had a weekend to think about it
and, as Sondheimer says, “return back strong on Monday, ready
with a plan for moving forward.” Classes kept to the normal
schedule, although the academic day quickly shifted to Mountain
Time to better accommodate cadets on the West Coast.

witness so many talented and
capable teammates work together
to fulfill this critical mandate.”
-COL Shane Reeves ’96

curriculum review with all course directors to discern if there was
anything that could not be completed online. As it turned out,
there was only one course in this category. So, rather than cancel
the course, the course outcomes changed to accommodate the
situation. Sondheimer is pleased to be part of a team “so willing to
dive headfirst into these issues.”
Kimball points out one “significantly hard-hit” department—
Physical Education (DPE). Clearly, instruction for many DPE
courses (think Boxing, Survival Swimming, and Military
26
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As the semester progressed, faculty shared best practices
information every week. Instructors shared things heard and
things learned that would help other faculty in executing their
classes. They also shared things they heard cadets were going
through, tips, and results of cadet/faculty surveys to determine
what was working and what was not. It was one collective learning
experience, and all involved remained adaptable, flexible, and
willing to grow.
In parallel to all of the faculty preparation, Yankovich says, the
Brigade Tactical Department (BTD) was conducting a “heavy
lift” of its own to support the execution of the semester. The
Bridgade Tactical Officer, Colonel Kyle Marsh ’92 describes the
role of the Tactical Officers (TACs) as “enablers”—they enabled
cadets to participate in the new learning environment. Much like
a military operation, they executed pre-combat checks and viewed
it as a combat readiness issue.

Photo: John Pellino/USMA PAO

“It has been truly humbling to
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TACs needed to assess the environment that each cadet was in,
both the physical environment and their technology capabilities.
Were they in an environment conducive to learning? Some were
not and required assistance to make other arrangements. Some
did not have their computers, so TACs had to ship cadets their
government computers. Some cadets did not have adequate Wi-Fi
or cell service, so they were provided with better phones, and even
equipment in some instances.

“When you look at what we

did here, it shows our immense
adaptability.”
-COL Ray Kimball ’95

In some cases, the pandemic was already taking its toll on a cadet’s
family—some parents were laid off. In order to help alleviate the
burden, the Academy arranged for cadets to receive some of the
money (for things such as rations and haircuts) typically deducted
from their pay. For weeks, the BTD was in contact with 100
percent of the cadets and reporting on their individual status
daily. They also conducted Town Hall sessions with the cadets,
made “cold calls” to check in on them, and made sure they were
doing everything possible to set them up for success.
Like many others at West Point, the TACs also found themselves
doing things outside of their typical job function. They were
ensuring the security of the barracks and overseeing contractor
employees who were sanitizing the barracks. To prepare for
graduation, they were inspecting the uniforms of the First Class
and sending them to the laundry facility if necessary. All of this
was done in close concert with their noncommissioned officer
counterparts and the other agencies at West Point.

“This was teamwork taken to the
nth degree.”
-Dr. Rachel Sondheimer

The efforts of the faculty and the BTD extended to monitoring
the health and welfare of the cadets. The USMA Registrar, Jim
Dalton, explains that “West Point is fortunate to have its own
software engineering branch which could facilitate the crosstalk
between TACs and faculty.” The branch designed a Cadet Alert
Program (CAP) and within a week published the prototype. If
anyone interacting with a cadet had a concern, they could enter it
into CAP. Each week, a small group led by the Academic
Excellence Program Director would review and triage the input
for required action. There was an iterative process to continually

refine CAP, and this new way of communicating between faculty
and TACs proved extremely efficient. Dalton says it provided an
excellent “safety net” for monitoring the cadets and will remain
useful in the future.
At all levels, West Point learned a lot from this. Sondheimer says,
“Everyone is now more comfortable with the technology. We’ve
always had it at our fingertips; we just haven’t used it in that way
before.” Kimball adds, “The question that we always have to
wrestle with is just because we can, does it mean that we should?
There are absolutely some great opportunities, but we need to look
at not only what the technology allows us to do, but also at what
policies and mechanisms we need to have in place so it’s
supporting the entire 47-month experience.”
Evans agrees, adding, “there is some content that would
undoubtedly lend itself to a remote delivery. Since faculty are
now better acquainted with these technologies, I think we can
become more creative with interaction with cadets going
forward.” He predicts that departments will also likely be more
accepting of faculty who, for personal or health reasons, will want
to deliver lessons remotely in the future. Sondheimer says, “Code
Red days will be forever changed.” (On Code Red days—when
West Point is closed due to winter weather conditions—cadets
still have classes.)

“The collaboration across

directorates and departments
was top-notch.”
-COL Mike Yankovich ’94

Marsh predicts changes on the BTD side as well, citing two
major lessons learned. One is that cadets should conduct a full
pack-out of rooms prior to departure on extended breaks. “This
enables flexibility and options for USMA leaders if we have to
again keep cadets away then sequence them back under some
form of cohort concept.” The other is that cadets should take their
computers when departing on all long breaks in case a crisis like
this develops quickly and remote classes are necessary. These
simple “enabling efforts” would certainly provide an advantage
in a similar scenario.
There is no telling yet where the lessons learned will lead. West
Point will be analyzing and applying lessons learned for a long
time. In many ways, the second semester provided the
opportunity to extend the standard assessment and improvement
cycle to an entirely new set of tools and practices. But it certainly
won’t ever be all about the technology or the plans or the policies.
As history will record, the successful completion of the second
semester exacted the best qualities inside everyone: leadership,
trust, talent, belief, flexibility, creativity. And underneath it all
was the firm foundation of teamwork, which will always be what
it’s all about. 
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Returning from Morocco:
A Semester Abroad Cut Short
By MAJ Kathy Nowak ’07, Guest Writer

O

ver the past 15 years, the Semester Abroad Program (SAP)
has become a normal part of West Point operations, with up
to 150 cadets traveling to more than a dozen locations each year.
Spring semester 2020, however, turned out to be anything but
normal for nine cadets studying Arabic in the Middle East. The
semester started off with a change of destination for five of the
nine, as regional events redirected them from Oman to Morocco,
leading to all cadets studying at one of two Moroccan sites.
Six cadets—Class of 2021 Cadets William Caldwell, Cameron
Hay, Caitlynne McLaughlin, AnnMarie Moolenaar, Adam

Gourche and Donovan Velez—studied in Rabat, the capital city
of Morocco, at AMIDEAST, a regional language institute. The
remaining three cadets—Class of 2021 Cadets Jacob Ziadeh,
Lauren Clark and Sophia Maliscke—began the semester at AlAkhawayn University (AUI) in Ifrane, a small mountain city. The
cadets in Rabat lived with home-stay families, while those in
Ifrane resided on campus with Moroccan roommates.
After the initial modification of plans for over half the cadets,
affairs ran smoothly until spring break approached. Since cadet
study in Morocco began in 2006, many of the cadets in the

Above: Cadets aboard the C-130 for the evacuation flight from Agadir, Morocco to Ramstein, Germany.
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Spending a semester abroad is a once-in-a-lifetime experience for many college
students, and especially for U.S. Military Academy cadets, who are not allowed
to spend more than one semester away from the Academy.

RETURNING FROM MOROCCO: A SEMESTER ABROAD CUT SHORT

program have taken advantage of the proximity of southern Spain
for their spring break travel. They explore this region to experience
the influence of Moorish culture occasioned from the Arab
occupation of Spain from 711 to 1492. The current group of
cadets, accordingly, developed plans to travel to Spain and
Portugal, not knowing those plans would be upended by
developing world events.
As spring break for the group approached, and more European
countries began to report coronavirus infections, we in the Arabic
section (and Department of Foreign Languages as a whole) began
discussing whether spring break travel should still occur. At the
time, our fear was that cadets would be stranded in Spain, unable
to return to Morocco to complete their studies. This consternation
stemmed particularly from the coronavirus’s already great impact
in Europe, including Spain, while North Africa remained nearly
untouched. Despite cadet disappointment, we cancelled their
foreign travel and told them they could only travel locally for
spring break. We would soon be happy that we had made the
unpopular call when we did.
During the week of spring break on Thursday, March 12, the
Force Protection Division (FPD) from the U.S. Embassy in
Morocco started to discuss the potential need to return the cadets
in Morocco to the United States. At the time, they did not object
to cadets remaining in the country, but wanted to confirm we
understood the situation was everchanging. We wanted to ensure
the cadets had the greatest chance of finishing their semester and
keeping on track for graduation, so we decided for the time being
that the cadets would remain in Morocco. Our hope was that
North Africa would remain nearly untouched and our operations
would be unaffected by the coronavirus.
Just three days later, however, on Sunday morning, the FPD began
urging us to find a solution for cadets to evacuate Morocco. Five
hours later, before we could finalize scheduling of any movement,
the government of Morocco suspended all international travel,
leaving our cadets stuck on the other side of the Atlantic during a
rising global pandemic.

Photo: Courtesy USMA Department of Foreign Languages

With commercial flights suspended, we began to look for
unconventional options. Coordination with the embassy led us to
the possibility of a military airlift—if approved by the Moroccan

government. That afternoon we instructed cadets to have their
bags packed and be ready at a moment’s notice. The next day
found the cadets on the road to Agadir in southern Morocco.
Some of the cadets in Rabat did not even have the time to say
farewell to their home-stay families as the urgency of making the
flight pushed us to move them with little notice. Major Alex
Schade, North Africa Desk Officer, U.S. Army Africa (USARAF),
took responsibility for the cadets as each group arrived on
Monday, March 16.
While we had to do much coordination on our end, it was the
endless hours of work in Italy and Morocco by Schade and others
in USARAF that helped ensure departure of our cadets from
Morocco. But even with that work, the timing was never secure
until the last minute. On March 17, we learned that the hotel in
Agadir might close without warning, making a timely flight even
more critical. Thankfully, the hotel stayed open long enough for us
to learn that a U.S. Air Force flight would depart Agadir for
Ramstein Air Force Base on March 19.
The day of the flight, the cadets were blessed with the sight of a
C-130 waiting for them on the tarmac in Agadir. Not the most
comfortable of flight options, but not unusual in terms of semester
abroad adventures.
The first stop on the way home was getting to Germany. The
movement decisions for semester abroad cadets directed that we
get them all back to their families in the United States. Seats on
Space-Available flights were extremely tight, causing an expected
wait time of more than a week, so we started booking cadets on
commercial flights from Frankfurt to their homes.
Getting into Ramstein was uneventful, but we soon found out
that Germany was reluctant to allow recent arrivals to transit the
country. Ambassadorial efforts secured permission to leave
Ramstein and move the cadets to Frankfurt International. The
work of captains all the way up to generals and even ambassadors
helped to get the cadets home. After five long days of “hurry up
and wait,” on March 20 the cadets finally boarded civilian flights
that would take them to their families waiting back home.
Through the entire ordeal, the flexibility and adaptability of our
cadets was on full display. “Your cadets are absolutely
outstanding,” Captain McKenzie James (USAF), 435 Air
Expeditionary Wing, said. “They have really handled all of this
well. They’re taking care of one another. They seem to self-correct,
which is a good thing since they’re obviously receptive to feedback
and team dynamics.”
My message to the group when spring break was cancelled, and
once again as they lived through the stress and uncertainty of
awaiting travel home, was that they learned far more about life and
leadership—and being adaptive as Army officers—through this
experience than they would have from a normal semester abroad.
While they would much rather have completed their semester in
Morocco, we were happy to return them safely home to their
family and loved ones. Like the majority of the country, they
completed their studies online. 
MAJ Kathy Nowak ’07 is an Arabic Instructor in the Department of
Foreign Languages.

A cadet in a farewell portrait with her home-stay family in Rabat.
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“WITH VISION WE LEAD”

Graduation Day
June 13, 2020

raduation for the Class of 2020 was like no other
graduation in West Point history. Although West
Point made every effort to keep the commencement
ceremony as close to “normal” as possible, there were
notable differences resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic. Cadets had departed from West Point in
March for spring break and had finished the semester
online while they were dispersed across the country. Due to COVID-19 delaying graduation, members of the class had
commissioned as second lieutenants on May 23 (prior to graduation) during an oath of commissioning ceremony from
remote locations. The class then returned to the Academy in late May to prepare to graduate together and move out of
the barracks. When they arrived back at West Point, every precaution was taken to protect the force. Cadets were tested
for the virus upon entering post and placed in four groups of about 250 which remained isolated from each other for 14
days before graduation, eating in shifts in the Mess Hall and exercising in designated areas by cohort.
The graduation ceremony itself was closed to guests in accordance with public health recommendations. To enable
families, friends, and the entire nation to celebrate with the graduates, the Academy broadcast both the ceremony and a
specially produced program via livestream. West Point alumni from across the country contributed through WPAOG to
Above: On graduation day, members of the Class of 2020 march onto the Plain from sally ports along Washington Hall. They wore masks for the march on until taking their seats
for the ceremony. Left inset: USMA 2020 Class President Joshua Phillips presents President Donald Trump with a gift from the graduating class.
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Above, left to right: Lieutenant General Darryl Williams ’83, 60th Superintendent, addresses the Class of 2020. President Donald J. Trump spoke at
the commencement ceremony on the Plain at West Point. First Captain Daine Van de Wall salutes the President and Superintendent.

Members of the United States Military Academy Class of 2020 graduated on June 13, 2020
after having been commissioned as second lieutenants in the U.S. Army on May 23, 2020.
Those graduating were 85 percent of the cadets who entered West Point nearly four years
ago. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the class graduated in a socially distanced ceremony
on the Plain at West Point. No guests were permitted.
GRADUATION SPEAKER:
Donald J. Trump
45th President of the United States
NUMBER OF GRADUATES: 
1,113 total; 1,107 attending ceremony

Photos: SFC Torin Olsen, John Pellino,Tarnish Pride/USMA PAO

INTERNATIONAL CADETS: 13 total (representing
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Georgia, Honduras, South
Korea, Kosovo [2], Moldova, Pakistan, Philippines,

Singapore, Taiwan and Tanzania, and who will return
to those nations for service)
FIRST CAPTAIN:
Daine A. Van de Wall, West Friendship, Maryland
CLASS PRESIDENT:
Joshua O. Phillips, Chicago, Illinois
VALEDICTORIAN:
Gavin P. Mcauliffe, Canton, Michigan

At the end of the ceremony, after the First Captain gave the order, “Class of 2020, dismissed!” the new graduates celebrated by tossing their hats in the air
as helicopters from the 82nd Airborne Division flew overhead.
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Above: A new graduate with his diploma. Right: A 21-gun
cannon salute was rendered in honor of the President by the
USAG Military Police Honor Guard at Trophy Point at the start of
the graduation ceremony.
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Above and left: To observe social distancing, instead of shaking hands and receiving
their diplomas in person, the graduates received their diplomas and then saluted the
President and Superintendent from a platform on the Plain.

Photos: Brandon O ̓Connor, SFC Torin Olsen, John Pellino, Tarnish Pride/USMA PAO

GRADUATION 2020

Top: Members of the Class of 2020 take the oath of office as second lieutenants. Above, left: Members of the West Point Band were protected by plexiglass shields as they played
music to accompany the ceremony. Above, center: An empty chair and portrait honored the memory of Class of 2020 member Christopher “C.J.” Morgan, who was killed in a
training accident last summer. Above right: Chase T. Miller with 3rd Regiment, Company B, was USMA 2020’s Goat and the recipient of roughly $1,000.

fund this broadcast salute, which celebrated the Class of 2020, highlighted West Point, and had special messages from the
USMA leader team, 50-year affiliate class members, and notable graduates.
On graduation day, cadets were required to wear masks as they marched on to the Plain and took their seats, which were
spaced six feet apart for social distancing. Once seated, they were allowed to unmask. During the ceremony, the West Point
Band played behind plexiglass shields. Instead of walking onto the stage and shaking hands while receiving their diplomas,
the graduates received their diplomas individually, walked up in pairs as their names were called, saluted the President and
Superintendent from a platform below the stage, and returned to their seats. The inspiring ceremony honored the new
U.S. Army officers, and showed the resilience and perseverance of the class, concluding with a joyous and familiar send-off.
In accordance with tradition, once the First Captain gave the command “Class of 2020, dismissed!” the new graduates threw
their caps into the air in celebration as the 82nd Airborne Combat Aviation Brigade flew overhead. It was a perfect moment
to mark the end of their West Point journey. 
To view the 2020 Graduation Pre-show Special and Ceremony please visit: vimeo.com/430748821
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Left: Graduation held at Trophy Point during WWI. Center: Reviewing party inspecting cadets during Graduation exercises in 1920. Members of the reviewing party include
General John J. Pershing, Class of 1886, and the Honorable Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War. Right: D-Day graduation, June 6, 1944.

Class of 2020 Graduation: A CenturiesOld West Point Tradition Continues

By Erika Norton, WPAOG staff

A

midst the global coronavirus pandemic, members of
the United States Military Academy Class of 2020
graduated and became the newest members of the Long
Gray Line on June 13, 2020.
Parents and friends watched online and on television as
the socially distanced ceremony held on the Plain was
broadcast live. President Donald J. Trump was the
commencement speaker.
The ceremony was a celebration of not only the West Point
graduates’ accomplishments, but all Class of 2020 graduates
across the United States. Since many graduates from across
the country were not able to walk across the graduation stage
this year due to the coronavirus pandemic, the USMA Class of
2020 stood in the gap for all, representing the strength and
resiliency of the nation.

Due to the coronavirus pandemic, the Corps of Cadets
completed the 2020 spring semester through remote learning,
and had not been present at West Point since early March. In
an unprecedented operation, members of the Class of 2020
were brought back to West Point two weeks prior to
graduation for their outprocessing in different cohorts for a 14day controlled monitoring period, which ended a few days
before the graduation ceremony.

Past classes commissioning during times of
national crisis
Since 1802, there have only been two years when a class has
not graduated from West Point (1812 and 1816). And while
their graduation ceremony was atypical, the Class of 2020 is
not the first class to experience unique circumstances
surrounding their graduation.

Photos: USMA Library archives

The Class of 1977 held their graduation on the
Plain due to field construction at Michie Stadium.
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Before the construction of Michie Stadium, graduation was
held in Gillis Fieldhouse and, for smaller classes, at Trophy
Point. During times of national crisis and war, classes at West
Point have often been accelerated. After the Civil War
started in 1861, the class which would have graduated in
spring 1862 was accelerated and graduated in June 1861,
just a month after the 1861 class graduated in May.
With the beginning of World War I in 1914, the Army’s
personnel expanded rapidly from thousands to millions in
less than a year, creating an immediate need for leaders on
the battlefield. Emphasis on quickly producing large
numbers of officers for the war led to early graduation of five
West Point classes. Some cadets were at the Academy for just
a year and a half.
The Class of 1919 originally graduated in November 1918,
returned as “student officers” and graduated again the
following summer; the Class of 1920 graduated after two
years. The Class of 1921 (only 17 members) graduated after
two-and-a-half years and members of the Class of 1922
stayed either three or three-and-a-half years.
In fact, when Germany signed the armistice on November
11, 1918, informally ending the war, only the Fourth Class—
who had entered only months earlier—remained at West
Point as members of the Corps of Cadets. The wartime
acceleration took years to reverse. It wasn’t until 1923 that
West Point again graduated a class that had gone through
the traditional four-year curriculum.
Later, during World War II, the demand for leaders in the
field increased yet again, and Congress approved an
accelerated program that scheduled the original Class of
1943 (normally graduating in June) for early graduation in
January of that year. The Class of 1944 was accelerated by a
full year, with a new graduation date of June 1943.
Consequently, there were two graduating classes in 1943—
January and June.

Photos: Nile Clarke/WPAOG

The Class of 1945 also graduated a year early on June 6,
1944—known to the rest of the world as D-Day, the day
Allied forces invaded northern France via the beaches of
Normandy. Cadet John Eisenhower was among the
members of the graduating class. His father, General
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Class of 1915, was not in attendance,
as he was commanding the forces of the operation. During
the graduation ceremony, an Army general took the
podium and confirmed to those in attendance that the
Allied forces had indeed just begun the invasion of Nazioccupied France.

A Class of 2020 graduate shows off his 2LT bars. Due to COVID-19
restrictions, the Class of 1970 was not able to present the bars in person,
but each cadet received a personal letter from Class of 1970 members.
The bars and letters were part of a gift bag provided by the West Point
Association of Graduates and distributed graduation week.

50-Year Affiliate Class of 1970
The Class of 1970—the 50-Year Affiliate class of the
Class of 2020—has been with the new graduates at
many of their West Point milestones over the past four
years. Beginning on R-Day, Class of 1970 graduates
have accompanied their affiliated cadets at significant
Academy events such as their March Back, CFT
Graduation, Cow Affirmation Ceremony, Ring Weekend
and Branch Night.
And while the Class of 2020’s last year at West Point
ended a bit differently than they had anticipated,
members of the Class of 1970 were with the firsties at
their graduation in spirit while watching on their laptops
and TVs. For graduation, the Class of 1970 also continued
the tradition of presenting engraved 2LT bars to each
member of the Class of 2020.
During the ceremony, members of the Class of 1970
shared video messages of congratulations and
encouragement to the new second lieutenants as they
leave the Academy to begin their Army careers.
Although they couldn’t physically grip hands, the Long
Gray Line connection linking the graduates of yesterday
with the new graduates of today continues unbroken
and remains just as strong as ever.

Due to the expansion of the Corps of Cadets, since 1965,
graduation has always been held at Michie Stadium—with
one exception. The Class of 1977 had their graduation on
the Plain due to turf field construction at the stadium. 
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“It always seems impossible until it is done.”

Photo: USMA PAO

—Nelson Mandela

The Story Behind “All for the Corps”:
Directorate of Cadet Activities
By Keith J. Hamel, WPAOG staff

T

he Directorate of Cadet Activities, known to the Corps of
Cadets as “DCA,” has both core and supplemental missions,
which together are dedicated to many of the auxiliary or “student
life” services typically found at institutions of higher learning. At
West Point, DCA falls under the Commandant, and its core
mission is to provide comprehensive and diverse extracurricular,
social, cultural, and recreational programs that enhance the leader
development of the Corps of Cadets. This part of DCA’s mission
Above: The staff of the Directorate of Cadet Activities poses outside of Cullum Hall.
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includes (among other things) providing administrative oversight
and financial support to 138 cadet clubs, sponsoring dozens of
class and brigade-wide social events, offering a variety of programs
for the social development of cadets, and operating Eisenhower
Hall, the second-largest performing arts center on the Eastern
Seaboard. DCA also has a supplemental mission, which involves
operating approximately a dozen food operations (restaurants,
cafés, concessions and catering) and stores at the Academy.

Photo: DCA

There is an amazing story happening every day behind the scenes at West
Point. It is a story involving 183 dedicated personnel, hundreds of volunteers,
eight suborganizations, and the entire Corps of Cadets. It’s a comprehensive
and diverse story. It’s a social and cultural story. It’s an inspirational story. It’s
a “winning” story. What’s this story all about? The Directorate of Cadet
Activities, of course.

THE STORY BEHIND “ALL FOR THE CORPS”: DIRECTORATE OF CADET ACTIVITIES

The main characters of the DCA story are its director and the
various program managers. “The Directorate of Cadet Activities
has a very broad set of functions and programs that can only be
accomplished by the hard work and dedication of a great group of
managers and employees,” says Colonel Tom Hansbarger ’92,
Director of Cadet Activities. “Leading one of
the most unique organizations on a very
unique Army installation has its challenges,
but I have the utmost trust and confidence in
an incredible group of professionals that make
up the DCA team.” Hansbarger, who was
assigned as the Director of Cadet Activities in
November 2015, admits that he has relied on
his experiences leading other non-traditional
military organizations throughout his career.
“Joining the DCA team was very similar to
assuming command of an Army Recruiting
Battalion,” he says. “On the day I became
responsible for the organization, I was the
individual that knew the least about how we
accomplish our mission.” Many of DCA’s
employees have been with the organization for
almost two decades, however, so Hansbarger
had to quickly understand “the vast mission
set of the organization” and provide the proper purpose and
direction to ensure the portfolio of programs continues to
supplement and enhance the Academic, Military, Physical, and
Character Development pillars at West Point.

Photos: DCA

Directly assisting Hansbarger is Kathy Glisson, DCA’s Business
Operations Advisor and Deputy Director. Glisson’s main duty is
to manage the resources of the Cadet Activity Fund (CAF), a

supplemental, non-appropriated fund (NAF) that provides
“quality of life programs” based on the needs of the Corps of
Cadets. As a NAF, DCA is expected to generate revenue and
spend funds in accordance with the Army’s non-appropriated
fund regulations and to conduct activities that earn revenue to
offset expenses. “When I first came to
DCA, the CAF was in significant financial
distress,” says Glisson. Coming from a
financial background (she had worked for
the G-8 for many years), Glisson made a
number of changes that soon helped turn
the CAF balance sheet around.
Today, just shy of 50 percent of DCA’s
income comes from its business operations.
“We are generating revenue but more than
that, we are performing a valuable service
to cadets,” she says. Focusing on the needs
of their “customers” (i.e., cadets), Glisson
worked on the idea to divide the Cadet
Bookstore into a quick pick-up shop
(snacks and everyday school supplies) and a
traditional retail outlet (books, clothes, and
electronics). She also assisted on opening a
Starbucks in the library, renovating the Firstie Club, and
redesigning the layout and menu offerings of the Grant Hall Café.
Over the years, Glisson’s most important work has been in
coordination with the West Point Association of Graduates to
highlight to donors the significant impact that DCA programs
have on the cadets’ 47-month experience at West Point. DCA
programs rely on donations through WPAOG and have allowed
programs like the Extracurricular Club program to provide

Top: The USMA Bookstore in Thayer Hall is one of DCA’s significant business operations, which both generates revenue for the Directorate and provides
essential services for cadets. Bottom: WKDT, one of DCA’s Support Clubs, is one of 138 extracurricular activities DCA offers to cadets.
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Yearling Winter Weekend is one of the formal events organized and executed by DCA’s Cadet Programs Branch.

DCA’s clubs are the domain of Jamie Wissner, Extracurricular
Program Manager. Focused on pursuing excellence and winning,
DCA’s clubs support all pillars of leader development. According
to Wissner, while her staff manages the day-to-day administration

The USMA Black Knight Drill Team performs a routine on the Plain prior to a Football
Saturday parade.
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of the program, all clubs encourage leader development by
requiring a cadet in charge, a cadet operations officer, and a cadet
logistics officer (and some have a cadet supply officer and a cadet
transportation officer). Additionally, every club must have an
assigned officer-in-charge or OIC, a military or civilian volunteer
from the West Point staff and faculty who provides the day-to-day
guidance, supervision and mentorship of cadets in their respective
clubs. Under the supervision of the OIC, all club trips and
activities are planned, coordinated and executed by cadets.
The variety of clubs that DCA offers also supports the assorted
pillars of West Point leader development. There are seven
categories of clubs, each with its own supporting agency:
competitive sports (Department of Physical Education), academic
(Office of the Dean), military (Department of Military
Instruction), religious (USCC Chaplain), hobby (DCA), support
(USCC), and diversity (Office of Diversity, Inclusion and Equal
Opportunity). “Despite how they may be categorized, a number of
our clubs compete at the collegiate level and are dedicated to
General James McConville’s ’81 (40th Chief of Staff of the Army)
“winning matters” initiative,” says Wissner. Last year, eight DCA
clubs won national championships, and many more competed at
the highest level in their particular area, whether that be national
or international debates, drill competitions, parachute freefall
demonstrations, chess matches, local and regional small arms
competitions and more. “I love seeing cadets out enjoying,
excelling, and representing West Point in national and global
arenas,” Wissner says.
Moving beyond competition, DCA clubs are also a home for
cadets to showcase their talents and creativity. Most of these are
classified as support clubs—Glee Club, Pipes and Drums,

Photos: DCA

opportunities for cadets to compete at the national collegiate
level and travel around the world. Approximately 40 percent of
DCA’s annual Extracurricular Club program budget comes from
Margin of Excellence funding provided by graduates and friends
of West Point.

THE STORY BEHIND “ALL FOR THE CORPS”: DIRECTORATE OF CADET ACTIVITIES

DCA Continues to
Support the Corps Under
COVID-19 Protocols

The West Point Chess Team, a DCA Hobby Club, is one of the many clubs that competes at the
highest level in their area, winning the military trophy at the U.S. Amateur Team Championship
the past several years.

WKDT, Howitzer (see page 52), Cadet String Ensemble, and more—
but cadets can also display their talents in diversity clubs (Latin Dance),
hobby clubs (Martial Arts), religious clubs (Gospel Choir), and even
military clubs (Drill Team). “A key component to many DCA programs
is to provide an opportunity for cadets to express themselves,
demonstrate their talents and develop their creativity,” says Hansbarger.
A recent initiative demonstrating his point was the “Battle Ground
Talent Showcase,” a collaboration of DCA’s Eisenhower Hall Theater
and iHeart Media that allowed cadets (and other community members
from the Hudson Valley region) an opportunity to perform in front of a
live audience and a panel of judges, starting with audition rounds that
were held in January and February (final rounds were postponed due to
COVID-19 restrictions).

Photos: DCA

The “Battle Ground Talent Showcase” is part of DCA’s Cultural Arts
Program, which, according to Dr. Aundrea Matthews, Cultural Arts
Director, “is designed to provide exposure to the performing arts and
world class artists that will educate and inspire the Corps of Cadets.”
When Matthews arrived in 2018, DCA’s cultural arts programming
was directed mainly to the general public with less emphasis on
programming that engaged cadets, but in her first year she increased
cadet engagement by 50 percent by adding exclusive cadet
performances and social cultural arts events to the traditional Ike Hall
seasonal offerings. For example, the DCA Cultural Arts Program
offered cadets a moderated Q&A with performers from the Moscow
Ballet. “We have focused the cultural arts department to actively
engage with the Corps of Cadets and the West Point community,” says
Matthews. Indeed, the role that Eisenhower Hall Theater and DCA
play in developing leaders of character is often overlooked. “The
Cultural Arts Program provides entertaining opportunities for cadets

“The support DCA provides the Corps looks a
little different now, but we will adjust to the ‘new
normal’ to continue to provide world-class
programs to the Corps.”
—COL Tom Hansbarger ’92, Director of DCA

As this issue of West Point went to press, the
COVID-19 situation had introduced a new
and unpredictable variable into the 47month experience of cadets at West Point.
As the United States Military Academy
operations shifted to respond to the current
outbreak, DCA was there to continue to
support the Corps of Cadets through the
pandemic. For example, DCA worked to
assist the Class of 2020 during its return to
post in late spring by organizing its
graduation banquet and additional
recreational activities for cadets to enjoy
while social distancing. DCA also provided
them with supplemental food and
beverage and retail support, as some of its
employees continued to work onsite and
more performed telework in order to fulfill is
well-known motto, “All for the Corps.” “The
support DCA provides the Corps looks a
little different now,” says Colonel Tom
Hansbarger ’92, Director of DCA, “but we will
adjust to the ‘new normal’ to continue to
provide world-class programs to the Corps.”

THE STORY BEHIND “ALL FOR THE CORPS”: DIRECTORATE OF CADET ACTIVITIES

Left: The Cadet Competitive Cyber Team, one of DCA’s Academic Clubs, prepares cadets to compete in undergraduate cybersecurity competitions such as
the SANS Core NetWars, winning the SANS Academy Cup in spring 2019. Right: First Class cadets receive their class rings at the start of Ring Weekend, one
of the formal events organized and executed by DCA’s Cadet Programs Branch.

to better understand different cultures, develop different
perspectives, and interact with each other in social settings,
opportunities that develop the key leadership attributes of
empathy, innovation and interpersonal tact,” says Matthews, and
the efforts are paying off. She has worked with grads to form a
Cultural Arts Interest Group and bolstered the cultural arts
endowment so that she can create more cadet-inspired events,
helping West Point compete with other colleges and universities
for America’s best and brightest high school graduates.

Corps of Cadets. Her office, the Cadet Social Development Office,
offers a variety of programs, including classes on dining etiquette,
receiving lines, networking, formal dress, wine tasting, mixology,
ballroom dancing, social etiquette for cadets spending a semester
abroad, and military wedding protocol (see page 56 for more on
the Cadet Hostess).

While DCA has a vast mission set of programs that contribute to
the leader development of the Corps of Cadets, their programs
aren’t specifically required to earn a Bachelor of Science degree or
to commission into the Army as a second lieutenant. Instead,
Another DCA initiative that helps the Academy attract great
DCA’s programs augment the core mission of the Academy and go
candidates is the Cadet Programs Branch, which is managed by
“above and beyond” to create Margin of Excellence opportunities
Jori Reed. This branch is responsible for class events such as
Regimental barbecues, company and brigade social events, and the for cadets that make a West Point education not just good, but
exceptional, and they result in a program that is consistently toptraditional class formal events such as Ring Weekend, 100th and
ranked in the nation. Over the years, the Extracurricular Club
500th Night events, Yearling Winter Weekend, and Plebe-Parent
Program, the Cultural Arts Program, the Social Development
Weekend. Cadet Programs also provides informal entertainment
Program and other DCA initiatives have become key components
(Halloween Dance, Stress Relief Night), and morale-building
of many cadets’ lives and continue to influence many candidates to
activities for cadet summer training (Camp Illumination, New
choose West Point over other opportunities. “While DCA is not
Cadet Talent Show). “I work closely with many departments on
responsible for any singular developmental pillar at the Academy,
post, and it is a great feeling that we are able to provide fun events
we support every pillar in some form,” says Hansbarger. “The
for cadets,” says Reed. Reed also supervises the cadet officers of
entire DCA team takes pride in providing these opportunities and
each Class Committee and works closely with the Ring and Crest
experiences to the Corps and comfort in knowing that they
Committee and the Cadet Brigade Activities Officer.
significantly and positively impact the lives of so many cadets.” 
Cynthia Hunter, the Cadet Hostess, is another DCA
representative who works closely with cadets. Since 1931, the
For information on how to support Cadet Activities, please contact
Cadet Hostess has been supporting the social development of the
Katie Gallagher at katie.gallagher@wpaog.org.

—COL Tom Hansbarger ’92, Director of DCA
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“While DCA is not responsible for any singular developmental pillar at the Academy,
we support every pillar in some form. The entire DCA team takes pride in providing
these opportunities and experiences to the Corps and comfort in knowing that
they significantly and positively impact the lives of so many cadets.”

Private Italy Tours Ltd
come home again to Italy
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The Impact of the Officer in Charge,
Cornerstone of DCA Cadet Clubs
By Keith J. Hamel, WPAOG staff

ection B, sub-section 2 of USCC Regulation No. 28-1, the
bylaws governing the Academy’s Cadet Extracurricular
Activities Program, broadly states, “Every [cadet] club must have
an Officer-in-Charge [OIC] in order to maintain club status.”
But this simple “no OIC means no club” formula only scratches
the surface regarding the vital and sometimes lifelong impact of
the OIC to the Directorate of Cadet Activities Extracurricular
Programs. Years after they have left West Point, graduates
regularly cite the influence of club OICs as one of the most
instrumental aspects of their leader development.
Many current OICs report the influence of a past club OIC as
the reason they wanted to become one when they returned to
West Point for their assignment. “As a cadet, I was on the sport
parachute team, and I recall the mentorship and interaction I had
with the officers and NCOs that worked with us,” says Dr. Ken
Allen ’93, an Associate Professor with the Department of Physics

and Nuclear Engineering, and OIC of the West Point Triathlon
Team. “I had been competing in triathlons since 2006, and I
wanted to engage with cadets and others who were part of the
sport, thinking that it would be a great opportunity for me to
have meaningful interaction with cadets outside of the classroom
doing a sport that I loved.”
Similarly, Colonel Greg Ebner ’88, a Professor and Head of the
Department of Foreign Languages, and OIC of the Glee Club,
says, “As a three-year member (no plebes allowed in those days),
I had a great affinity to the Glee Club. I remembered well some
of the OICs from my days and the impact that they had on my
development as a cadet, and I was eager to work with our
current members.”
Other West Point personnel say they wanted to be an OIC of a
certain club because they were a member of that club as a cadet
and understand the way that it shapes one’s West Point

Above: Then-LTC Mindy Kimball ’96, OIC for the Theatre Arts Guild & Dialectic Society, poses with cadets outside the stage door for the Broadway show “Hamilton” in 2015.
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experience. “I was a member of TAG when I was a cadet in
the early 1990s,” says Colonel Mindy Kimball ’96, an
Associate Professor with the Department of Geography and
Environmental Engineering and OIC of the Theatre Arts
Guild & Dialectic Society (called “TAG” by cadets). “It was
a club that welcomed many different types of people and
was a creative outlet for me throughout my cadet career, so
when I came back to West Point to teach, I knew I had to be
involved with TAG for those same reasons and help provide
that place of sanctuary for cadets now.”
No matter why they decide to become an OIC, once they
become one, it’s a role that’s hard to give up. “I’ve been an OIC
or assistant OIC for almost 19 years,” says Dr. Peter Hanlon,
an Associate Professor with the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science and OIC of Women’s Team
Handball. “In 2001, the OIC for the Crew Team was leaving on
sabbatical for a year and asked me to fill in for him—after that
year, I was hooked!” In 2014, Hanlon switched to Women’s
Team Handball. “Over the years, I’ve seen the importance and
impact of the OIC’s role and remain fully committed to
developing cadets as future leaders for the Army,” he says.

COL Greg Ebner ’88, OIC of the Glee Club, administers the commissioning oath to 2LT
Stuart Anderson ’19 on Graduation Day 2019. Due to the close relationship they
develop with cadets, many DCA club OICs are asked by cadets to take part in this
significant ceremony.

“The relationships that I develop with cadets are rich and long-lasting. Many ask
me to commission them on Graduation Day and still others send wedding
invitations or birth announcements long after they have gone off into the Army.”

Photos: DCA

—COL Greg Ebner ’88, Head of the Department of Foreign Languages, OIC of the Glee Club

Ebner with Glee Club Director Connie Chase and Accompanist Andrea Shaut at the inauguration of Louisiana Governor Jon Bel Edwards ’88 in January 2020.
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Dr. Peter Hanlon, OIC of Women’s Team Handball, poses with the team after winning the 2019 national championship.

“The relationships that I develop with cadets are rich and longlasting,” says Ebner. “Many ask me to commission them on
Graduation Day and still others send wedding invitations or
birth announcements long after they have gone off into the
Army.” Ebner also says that being Glee Club OIC allows him the
“exceptional opportunity” to see the club perform across the
country and see the impact it has on audiences, “from high
school students in Chicago or Omaha, to attendees at a
governor’s inauguration, to a select dinner party hosted by the
Secretary of Defense for a visiting Ministry of Defense
delegation,” he says.
“Most of the benefit I gain from being the OIC of TAG is in
personal enrichment,” says Kimball. “It warms my heart seeing

the cadets enjoy all aspects of theatrical productions, from the
actors and singers who want to perform, to the ‘techies’ who love
working with tools or designing lighting.”
While rewarding, being an OIC is also demanding. Some OICs
report spending several hours during the week helping cadets
with logistical preparation and then spending the entire weekend
travelling with their team or club (depending on the seasonal
calendar for that club). “I am with Triathlon Team cadets in the
pool at 0530 in the morning, we are riding bikes up Mount
Lemmon together during spring break and, if they fall or get
hurt, I am with them in the ER,” says Allen.
OICs also have a number of official duties to fulfill. USCC
Regulation No. 28-1 lists 13 mandatory duties for OICs, but
Hanlon boils these down to one: “The OIC’s primary duty is to
set the culture of your club to develop cadets into leaders,” he
says, and he maintains that the more hours an OIC spends with
cadets, the more they will trust him or her and the more deeply
he or she can mentor them in their leader development. “This
relationship building is much deeper than any other role at West
Point because of the broad spectrum of roles and situations that

“This relationship building is much deeper than any other role at West Point
because of the broad spectrum of roles and situations that OICs spend with cadets.
You cannot get any closer to directly fulfilling the mission of the U.S. Military
Academy than as an Officer-in-Charge of a club.”
— Dr. Peter Hanlon, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, OIC of Women’s Team Handball
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Most OICs remain committed to the position because they find
it personally rewarding. “I enjoy watching the cadets grow and
mature during their 47-month experience at West Point,” says
Allen. “I get to see them from three weeks in when they make the
team until they do their oath ceremony at graduation, and I have
had the honor of really getting to know them in ways that I
would have never been able to if I only had them in class.”

Dr. Ken Allen ’93, OIC of the West Point Triathlon Team, poses with members of the 2019 team to promote its Triathlon clinic in August 2019.

OICs spend with cadets,” Hanlon says. “We see them as students
in the classroom, but we also experience them as competitors,
teammates, celebrities, losers, pumped up, downtrodden, stiff
and formal, and very relaxed and comfortable.”
Kimball also uses her role as OIC to foster leader development.
“It would be easy for me to do all the leadership work for the club
and just allow the cadets to show up and enjoy club activities;
however, I push our TAG cadets to take ownership of the
responsibilities wherever possible and develop the club into what
they want it to be,” Kimball says. During her time as TAG’s
OIC, the club has had cadets create original productions that
have been performed to audiences of 200 people, and every year
TAG cadets become the leaders directing, producing, writing,
and executing the annual 100th Night Show for thousands of
people. Kimball continues, “To better facilitate the leader
development aspect of the club, I constantly remind myself to
discuss our club goals with cadets and step back to a supporting
and enabling role.”

time I run into a member of the Glee Club or work with them, I
see them grow as leaders.”
“You cannot get any closer to directly fulfilling the mission of the
U.S. Military Academy than as an officer-in-charge of a club,”
says Hanlon. “You get to know the cadets more personally,
earning their trust and allowing them to open themselves to
mentoring, and you direct the framework that they will use to
develop as leaders.”
“Serving as an OIC has helped me stay connected to the next
generation of cadets,” says Allen, who notes that he has a much
greater understanding and appreciation for today’s West Point
leader development experience after being on long van trips with
the Triathlon Team cadets and listening to their conversations. “I
was asked by my peers at my 25th reunion about the state of the
Corps of Cadets, and I told them that I can, without
qualification, confirm that the cadets are as good or better than
any that have graduated in the history of the Academy.” 

Photo: DCA

“Serving as an OIC of a cadet club means signing up for a lot of
work, but it is absolutely worth the effort,” says Ebner, “Every

“Serving as an OIC has helped me stay connected to the next generation of cadets.
I was asked by my peers at my 25th reunion about the state of the Corps of Cadets,
and I told them that I can, without qualification, confirm that the cadets are as good
or better than any that have graduated in the history of the Academy.”
— Dr. Ken Allen ’93, Department of Physics and Nuclear Engineering, OIC of the West Point Triathlon Team
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There are 138 Directorate of Cadet Activities Extracurricular Clubs,
each contributing to leader development within the Corps of
Cadets. Here are some highlighted clubs selected for us by the
DCA Club team.

Selected
DCA Clubs
By Erika Norton, WPAOG staff

Competitive Sports: BOXING TEAM
The goal of the Army West Point Club
Boxing Team is to assist the Academy
in the development of the next
generation of “Officer Warrior Leaders
of Character.” The team—consisting
of 24 women and 60 men—travels
throughout the United States to
compete with other university
members of the National Collegiate
Boxing Association, including the
Naval and Air Force academies. Boxers
embrace the challenge of defeating
their opponents in the ring and work
hard, often giving up both regular and
long weekends to ensure they are

physically and psychologically
prepared to be victorious. Members
train throughout the academic year
and have amassed a combined 10
collegiate championships in the
last 12 years. This year’s graduating
class helped the team win the
national championship the past
three years in a row. Boxing OIC
Major John Borman said, “There is
no doubt that our team would have
won the national championship again
this year if it had not been canceled
due to the coronavirus.”

Academic: DEBATE FORUM

Photos:DCA

Sponsored by the Department of Social
Sciences, the Debate Team is considered to
be a “Dean’s Team.” In 1946, the team
hosted the first National Debate
Tournament, and has been an institution at
West Point ever since. The team spends
hours preparing arguments by researching
supporting evidence from a multitude of
resources, refining their rhetorical skills, and
excelling within the Corps, with many
members receiving both academic and
military awards for their leadership. The
Debate Team competes against other
colleges and universities at tournaments
across the country. Every member of the
team understands that the policies they
discuss will directly affect their lives as
officers in the U.S. Army.
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Diversity: NATIONAL SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS
Founded in 1975, the National Society of
Black Engineers includes more than 394
college, pre-college, and technical
professional/alumni chapters
worldwide. NSBE’s mission is "to increase
the number of culturally responsible
Black Engineers who excel academically,
succeed professionally and positively
impact the community." The West Point
chapter, active since 1997, strives to raise
the interest of the USMA community in
science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) and serves as a
resource for cadets from historically

underrepresented groups. With a strong
membership of over 90 cadets, the
group offers leadership training,
professional development activities,
mentoring, and community service
opportunities. This year, the West Point
chapter attended the Zone Fall
Conference, Regional Fall Conference,
and Black Engineer of the Year Award
STEM Conference. Cadets facilitate
additional workshops for the NSBE Jr.
students during conferences. Cadets
also competed in a collegiate debate
with other NSBE chapters.

Military:
COMBAT WEAPONS TEAM
The West Point Combat Weapons
Team develops competent leaders of
character through the medium of live
fire training events, the mentorship of
fellow cadets in the employment of
small arms, and by competing in local
and regional small arms competitions.
Each year the club gets 50-90
candidates vying for approximately
five open slots on the team. The team
uses a combination of physical
challenges and psychological
performance examinations to assess
each candidate’s ability to rapidly rise
to the level of leadership within a
small group, whether or not they
follow instructions well, what
distinctive quality they bring to the
team, and what valuable skill sets they
can add to the team. From
marksmanship basics to shooting on
the move, team members learn to
increase the hard mechanical skill of
operating a pistol from experts such
as the FBI’s Hostage Rescue Team, the
Mid-South Institute of Self Defense
Shooting, and various municipal and
state SWAT teams.

Hobby: ALPINE SKI TEAM

Photos:DCA

The West Point Alpine/Freestyle Ski
Team is a cadet-driven organization
that develops leaders of character
through teamwork, self-discipline,
and the will to win. The team
provides an environment for cadet
athletes to develop their snow sport
skills while maintaining a focus on
leader development. The Alpine/
Freestyle Team represents USMA in
regional and national competitions
as a member of the United States
Collegiate Ski and Snowboard
Association (USCSA).
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Newest Club: ESPORTS

Religious: GOSPEL CHOIR
The West Point Gospel Choir
originated as a satellite group of the
Cadet Chapel Choir in 1974 with four
dedicated members. After more than
30 years of service and performances,
the choir has lived up to its newest
motto "Praise First, Sing Second!"
Throughout the years, the Cadet
Gospel Choir has performed for
numerous organizations, community
churches and congregations, and
served as ambassadors for the
Academy. Their efforts bridge
Academy support, diversity, and
religious initiatives for the Corps of

Cadets. Members have sung at ArmyNavy football games, the Apollo
Theatre, the WPAOG Diversity
Leadership Conference, General
(Retired) Lloyd Austin's ‘75 Thayer
Hotel room dedication, the McDonald
Conference for Leaders of Character,
the NAACP Freedom Luncheon, the
funeral of Lieutenant General (Retired)
John "Jack" Cushman ‘44, and multiple
Inspire Dinners for the USMA
Directorate of Admissions. Members
also participate in outreach efforts to
high schools across the East Coast, as
well as on mission trips and
humanitarian relief efforts abroad.

Army West Point Esports, the newest
DCA club, comprised of 10
competitive electronic gaming
cadets, is leading the West Point
Military Academy's journey into the
exciting world of electronic sports.
Esports competitions are usually set
up as a traditional sporting event, but
in the gaming competition world, live
multiplayer action is projected onto
screens for the audience to watch as
opposing teams compete virtually.
The Army West Point Esports Club
was recognized as an official club in
January 2020. Deputy Director of the
West Point Simulation Center Victor
Castro helped cadets build their
gaming environment infrastructure,
which currently offers top-of-the-line
PC software and gameplay
technology. And while other spring
2020 sports seasons were cut short
due to the COVID-19 outbreak, the
Esports season was able to continue.
The team is part of the Collegiate
Rainbow Six League, made up of 140
collegiate teams that compete in
head-to-head matches of Tom
Clancy’s “Rainbow Six Siege.” They
also hosted a “Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare” tournament for the West
Point community.

Most Cadet Participants: CREW TEAM
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In its 34-year program history, the team
has claimed numerous national,
regional, and state-level titles while
producing professional, competent
leaders and officers of character.
The team trains at the Caulfield Crew
and Sailing Center at West Point, a gift
of the late Frank Caulfield ’62.
Photos:DCA; Brandon O’Connor/USMA PAO

The Crew Team started in 1986, and
has been rowing on the Hudson River
and competing on the East Coast ever
since. As part of the American
Collegiate Rowing Association, the
more than 60-member team has two
major seasons and competes in three
to five races each season. After the fall
season, the crew engages in an
intensive strength and endurance
winter training program. The winter
training season culminates in a weeklong training event over spring break
on the banks of Lake Hartwell in
Clemson, South Carolina. After spring
break, the team competes every
weekend from the end of March
through the second week in May,
culminating at the Dad Vail National
Championship Regatta in Philadelphia.

SELECTED DCA CLUBS

Most difficult to join:
PARACHUTE TEAM
The mission of the storied West Point
Parachute Team, which began in 1958, is to
educate, train, and inspire cadets to develop
leadership skills and build self-confidence in
an in extremis context. Cadets join the
Parachute Team during their plebe year and
train six days a week with coaches from West
Point's Department of Military Instruction.

Photos:DCA; Brandon O’Connor/USMA PAO; CDT Hannah Lamb/USMA PAO; U.S. Army

Longest Legacy: EQUESTRIAN TEAM
In 1846, West Point constructed the
largest indoor arena in the world at
the time (now Thayer Hall),
representing West Point’s
commitment to and emphasis on
equestrian training. In total, 40 West
Point graduates have gone on to
become Olympic riders, including
General George S. Patton, Class of
1909, (shown above, right), who
competed in the Olympics’ first
modern pentathlon in 1912. Although
riding is no longer part of the cadet
curriculum, the Army West Point
Equestrian Team keeps this integral
part of West Point’s history alive.

environment that enhances the West
Point experience. Cadets on the team
regularly compete in the
Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association, which attracts over 400
colleges and nearly 8,000 riders
nationwide. Cadets have won the
coveted Cacchione Cup, while
placing at regional competitions,
zones and nationals. Individual
cadets compete at the national level.
Cadets ride at every level of
competition, from beginner to the
most advanced, and the team
participates in both Western and
English Hunt Seat Equitation.

The team provides a life skill to cadets
and develops leadership,
commitment, caring, teamwork and
discipline in the often dangerous and
highly difficult art of equestrian
sports, while providing a friendly

The new General Crosbie E. Saint
Equestrian Center will open this fall, a
Margin of Excellence facility
supported by many graduates and
friends of West Point.

The 36-member team competes at the
national and collegiate level in several
parachuting and skydiving disciplines,
provides demonstrations for the Academy
and the surrounding community, and jumps
the game ball into Michie Stadium for every
Army home football game. On afternoons at
West Point, the team can be seen practicing
jumping onto the Plain. Many parachute
team members go on to become Army
helicopter pilots and paratroopers, and even
NASA astronauts. 

Support: SPIRIT GROUP
The Army Spirit Support Group is a
collection of cadet-run clubs at West
Point whose mission is to "Fire up the
Corps" and cheer the United States
Corps of Cadets "On To Victory.” The
club aims to inspire, motivate and

support the United States Corps of
Cadets and Army fans in all
extracurricular activities, sporting
events and spirit rallies.
Go Army!
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DCA Publications: Chronicling the History,
Traditions and Creativity of the Corps
By Keith J. Hamel, WPAOG staff

hat words come to mind when one thinks of the qualities
best describing West Point cadets? “Character”: Of course.
“Leadership”: That goes without question. “Conditioning”: The
IOCT still demands this. “Adaptability”: In this era of COVID19, cadets certainly impress with their ability to adapt to the
“new normal.” But what about “creativity?” While it may not
come immediately to mind, DCA Publications experience shows
that, in fact, those in cadet gray are also highly creative.
“The level of creativity and talent that exist in the Corps is
incredible,” says Anne Drew, Publication Consultant within the
Directorate of Cadet Activities (DCA). She would know. For 24
years, Drew has been working in DCA’s Cadet Publications,
home to some of West Point’s most creative initiatives, including
the West Point Wall Calendar, the Circle in the Spiral literary
journal, and, of course, the Howitzer.
The Howitzer, West Point’s yearbook, has been a creative outlet
for the Corps for well over 120 years. Edmund L. Gruber, Class

of 1904, the general who wrote “The Caissons Go Rolling
Along” (The Army Song), served as editor in chief; Robert
Danford, Gruber’s classmate and later President of the
Association of Graduates, served on the editorial staff; and
William C. Westmoreland ’36, 45th Superintendent and the
commander of United States forces during the Vietnam War
(1964-68), once served as advertising manager.
The Howitzer has its roots in the 100th Night Show, the longstanding West Point tradition that counts down the number of
days until the graduation of the First Class. In the 19th century,
part of the show involved reading from a pamphlet that
contained poetry, humorous anecdotes, and satirical comments
about classmates and tactical officers. According to George S.
Pappas ’44, founder and first director of the U.S. Army Military
History Institute, this pamphlet received the name “Howitzer”
sometime in the late 1870s. By the mid-1890s, the pamphlet had
grown to 36 pages, and it was bound in a heavy paper cover that

Above: Before production commences on a new yearbook, cadet members of the Howitzer’s staff meet with representatives from Jostens (right), the company that prints and
publishes the Howitzer, to discuss design ideas for that year’s edition, mostly notably the cover design.
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featured two colors in its design. Finally, in 1896, the graduating
class published the first yearbook of the Corps of Cadets, a 168page book with group photos of each USMA class (accompanied
by class history and class roll), a few West Point scenes, and one
or two pictures of cadet activities. Recalling the 100th Night
Show pamphlet, it also featured cadet poetry, humor, satire, and
a few illustrations, and thus it is not surprising that the new
publication was named the Howitzer.
While the 1896 Howitzer is a far cry from today’s award-winning
version, the publication soon started to evolve into its more
familiar form. In 1898, the Howitzer added individual photos of
First Class cadets, each with biographical details of the pictured
cadet (name, nickname, hometown, ranks held in the Corps,
activities, and a brief character description). The 1904 Howitzer
added the yearbook’s first color page and more scenic
photographs and shots of cadet activities. Over the next two
decades, more innovations followed: a table of contents dividing
the book into distinct sections (1905), a leather cover (1915), and
a photograph of the U.S. president with his message to
graduating class (1922). By the publication of the 1923 edition,
the “Howitzer” formula was essentially established: an opening
“views of West Point” section, an administration and academic
departments section, a First Class biography section, the Corps
section, a class history section, an athletics section, and an
advertising section. One element of the Howitzer that continued
to evolve was the cover, which became more and more elaborate
over time, often featuring embossed, gilded, or gold foil inlay
images of class crests.

Photos: USMA Digital Library

Today, the cadets of the Howitzer staff place a tremendous
amount of emphasis on cover design. “The first staff meeting of
the year is devoted to determining the upcoming Howitzer’s
cover image,” says Drew. During this meeting, cadets work with
a representative from Jostens, the company that prints and
publishes the Howitzer, to customize the image they would like
to see on the cover. Jostens then has an artist take the cadets’
ideas and create an illustrative template of the cover. In a first for
any Howitzer, the cover of the 2019 edition features a center diecut opening in the shape of a gothic-style window arch that
aligns with an underlying image of a “cadet” stained glass
window printed on the book’s first page. The original window

The 1915 edition of the Howitzer, which includes the bio of then First Year cadet Dwight
Eisenhower, was the first to feature a leather cover.

can be found in the new wing of Washington Hall and was gifted
by the Class of 1944 to the Academy in 1974 as part of their 30th
Class Reunion. The cover also features an embossed “brick”
effect around the window cutout, a foil-stamped and holographeffect version of the yearbook’s title, an embossed USMA crest,
and a raised-stamped printing of the Class of 2019’s motto: “So
Freedom Will Reign.”
Once a cover theme and design are selected, the cadets of the
Howitzer staff go to work completing all the tasks needed to
produce the 600-plus-page yearbook. “After the design meeting,
the cadets must set photo assignments, establish deadlines,
gather information, complete layouts, and manage the execution
of large-scale operations such as company photos and ‘old corps’
photos,” says Drew, who provides the staff with a task list but
leaves it to the cadets to figure out the best ways to execute these
tasks. “The Howitzer is a leadership lab,” she says. “I want them
to apply the leadership lessons they are learning at West Point to
figure out the best way to get everything done.”

Cover art has been a Howitzer priority for nearly a century.
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Leading the Howitzer staff is the editor in chief. At the start of a
production cycle in August, Drew and her assistant, Evangeline
Hager, select the editor in chief from the 20 or so cadets who
volunteer for the Howitzer’s staff. “We are looking for someone
with enthusiasm, who wants to take on a giant task, and who is
willing to devote the time,” says Drew. The editor in chief need
not be a firstie, but Drew and Hager do prefer a cadet with some
yearbook experience. Once the editor in chief selection is made,
that cadet then has the discretion of assigning the staff, including
appointing a photograph editor, section editors, and other clubdetermined roles.
While the Howitzer staff is given leeway in determining the look
of the final product, Drew and Hager serve as yearbook advisors,
reminding cadets of the elements that have made the Howitzer
one of the most critically recognized college yearbooks in the
country. “Every Howitzer must include a high level of creativity,
tell the cadet story, and continue elements of tradition,” Drew
says. Regarding her last point, two of the most popular sections
in the Howitzer are the “Old Corps” company photo and the
“2% Club” (showcasing cadets and their significant others who
have stayed together for four years). “We get more emails about
this section than any other,” she says. Drew and Hager also
counsel cadet photographers on what sort of images are best for
the Howitzer. “Photos must be positive, diverse, and exemplify
the best of the Academy,” Drew says.

production of a Howitzer extends beyond the academic year,
publishing in December of the next academic year in order to
include late graduates (June and August), Drew and Hager
spend the summer finalizing the layout for and proofreading
the “firstie” section. “Over 1,000 firstie bios and photos have to
be individually placed, formatted, checked for errors and
appropriateness, cross-checked for graduation status, and then
proofread again at the end,” Drew says. The attention to detail
on both the part of the cadets and the DCA staff has certainly
paid off. Since 2011, the year in which it transitioned to a
full-color yearbook, the Howitzer has been awarded either an
Award of Recognition or a Certificate of Merit from the
Printing Industries of America, awards that recognize the
creativity, design expertise, and printing quality of college
yearbooks nationwide.
While Drew and Hager maintain that the Howitzer demands
50 percent of their time, they are also busy putting out five
additional publications, all of which follow the same production
process as the Howitzer: information gathering, layout and
design, editing, and proofreading. In between providing graphic
design support to DCA for Corps-related items, events, and
event marketing, Drew says, “Our seasonal battle rhythm is
moving from producing one publication to the next, with
Howitzer work always running in the background and other
projects popping up on a weekly basis.”

Left: Since 2011, the year in which it transitioned to a full-color yearbook, the Howitzer
has been awarded either an Award of Recognition or a Certificate of Merit from the
Printing Industries of America, awards that recognize the creativity, design expertise,
and printing quality of college yearbooks nationwide. Right: Enlarged pages from the
current issue of Circle in the Spiral magazine adorn the walls of Eisenhower Hall’s fifth
floor gallery space, supported by a class gift from the Class of 1929.
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Drew and Hager do more for the Howitzer than just advise its
cadet staff: they actually work on the yearbook. Given that the
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Additional DCA Publications include:
Bugle Notes:
Given to all new cadets on R-Day, Bugle
Notes is a joint USCC/DCA publication.
The Commandant’s office provides all the
content of Bugle Notes, and Drew and
Hager make any required changes to the
files, which remain relatively consistent
from year to year. The edits are done by
late March, and a draft is submitted to the
publisher in April. Bugle Notes publishes in June, and Drew is
proud to report that her office has never missed putting out
a new Bugle Notes by R-Day.

Mortar:
Published for decades, the
Mortar is a mini yearbook of
the Camp Buckner experience.
According to Hager, who
manages its publication,
production of the Mortar can
be viewed as two essential
stages. The first is
photography, which takes
place in June during Cadet
Field Training. Most of the
photos are cadet submitted,
but the group photo of each platoon is taken by a professional
photographer. The second stage is the design phase, which
takes place during the fall. Here, Hager selects photos to
accompany text submitted by cadets, the USMA Public Affairs
Office, and the Pointer View (an Army civilian enterprise
newspaper) regarding the training activities of the past
summer’s CFT. Once the approximately 80-page book is
published, it is distributed to yearlings in January and February
the following year.

West Point Wall Calendar:

Launched in 1999-2000 as tool to
help the Center for Enhanced
Performance teach time
management and organizational
skills to cadets, the West Point
Planner has become one of DCA’s
most popular publications. “People
at West Point seem to live and die
by the Planner,” Drew jokes.
Running from August of the
current year to August of the
following year, the West Point Planner includes USMA’s
1-day/2-day schedule, key events and activities, cadet
photos, and important West Point information.

Circle in the Spiral:
“Besides the Howitzer, the accomplishment of which I am
most proud is our Circle in the Spiral magazine and its
accompanying exhibit on Ike Hall’s fifth floor,” says Drew.
Recently completing its 30th volume, Circle in the Spiral is a
100-plus-page publication containing a wide range of
original cadet creative works: artwork, photos, narratives,
and poems. Drew begins soliciting cadets for submissions
starting in late January
and early February. After
about a month and a
half, she begins to
review submissions and
selects the ones that will
appear in the magazine.
“Recently, we’ve been
getting more than 100
cadets to submit their
work,” says Drew, “and
my goal has always been to publish at least one piece from
every cadet who has submitted.” Drew gets assistance from a
professor in the Department of English in completing the
selection process. Once they make their selections, Drew lays
out the magazine, and it prints in May. Five years ago, Drew
came up with the idea to enlarge each page of the magazine
to poster size and mount them on the walls of Eisenhower
Hall’s fifth floor gallery space, which is supported by a gift
from the Class of 1929. “It creates a cadet exhibit like no
other,” Drew says. On opening night, approximately 100
cadets who submitted work to the magazine visit the exhibit
to celebrate each other’s creations, while the Cadet Strings
group plays musical accompaniment. The exhibit is also
open to the public during Eisenhower Hall shows and can
also serve as a catering space for Academy events. “At this
wonderfully revered military institution, creativity is alive
and well and on display year-round for the general public to
see and appreciate,” says Drew. 

Photo: DCA

Unlike most DCA publications, the Wall Calendar is intended
for the general public and not necessarily West Point cadets
and personnel. Featuring picturesque photographs of West
Point scenery taken by cadets and members of DCA staff, the
Wall Calendar is a 12-month, 9-inch-by-12-inch calendar sold
online and at the West Point bookstore.

West Point Planner:
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DCA Cadet Programs: “Cadetiquette”—
The Class Behind the Uniform
By Elizabeth A. Barrett and Nile Clarke, WPAOG staff

t was a beautiful and breezy Saturday afternoon at West Point
on March 7, 2020. The COVID-19 pandemic was just
beginning to emerge in the news in the United States, and spring
break had begun for upperclass cadets. For the Class of 2023, it
was Plebe Parent weekend, and they were about to have their first
formal West Point banquet in Washington Hall.
A small group of cadets from the class—Jordyn Kenkel, Connor
Murphy, Shahriyar Ahmed, Kai Burgman, Yousef Koborsi, Tyrell
Cook and Hesten Hogan—had to prepare for the Plebe Parent
Banquet that was starting in a few hours. They were in the Mess
Hall going over protocol with Cynthia Hunter, who directs
Protocol and Social Development Programs for the Corps of
Cadets. She is more commonly known as the Cadet Hostess.
The plebes were nervous and excited, because that night they
would reveal their class crest. The cadets focused their attention
on Hunter and her team, and they reviewed every section of the

program, from the receiving line to the final toast, until it was
locked into their memory as it had been for generations of cadets
who came before them.
That night, the cadets were tested in front of a live audience,
which included classmates, families and Academy leadership.
Gloves on or off? Escort your guest with the right arm or the
left? Are the toasts set up in the right order? Is it the right time
for proper introductions? Glancing at their notes was not an
option during the event, but the evening nevertheless was a
memorable success.

Etiquette is Knowing What to Do and Protocol
is How to Do It
All around the globe and even on missions in space, West Point
graduates carry themselves with an unmistakable bearing and
poise. Some of that leadership presence is innate, and some is by

Above: DCA Director of Protocol and Social Development Cynthia Hunter and cadets at the Mess Hall preparing for the Class of 2023 Plebe Parent Banquet. Shown left to right are
CDT Shahriyar Ahmed, Hunter, CDT Tyrell Cook, CDT Kai Burgman, CDT Connor Murphy, CDT Hesten Hogan, CDT Yousef Koborsi and CDT Jordyn Kenkel.
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design, because along with their academic, military, physical and
character training, all cadets are trained in social development,
etiquette and protocol. Etiquette training starts during Cadet
Basic Training (CBT), the very beginning of a cadet’s West Point
experience. During CBT, new cadets start to learn about military
customs and protocols, and this training later continues at the
Cadet Hostess classroom in Cullum Hall, where some West Point
grads may remember practicing formal dining or going to “hops”
upstairs in the ballroom.
Formal training in cadet etiquette, or “Cadetiquette,” at West
Point started in 1931 with the appointment of the first official
Cadet Hostess and “mother to the Corps,” Mrs. Harriet Pray
Rogers, widow of Major General Harry Lovejoy Rogers, 25th
Quartermaster General of the U.S. Army. Until the office of
Cadet Hostess was established, cadets had been expected to
already know how to conduct themselves in social situations.
Since Rogers’ tenure, only 12 women have held the position of
Cadet Hostess. The title of the position has been officially
changed to “Social Development Coordinator,” but the cadets’
nickname for her is the “etiquette lady.” As the newest “etiquette
lady” of West Point, Hunter brings a wealth of expertise in
military protocol, holding multiple certifications from Protocol
and Diplomacy International, the Air Force Institute of
Technology and the Protocol School of Washington. She also
holds a bachelor’s degree in Speech and Strategic
Communications and a master’s degree in Interdisciplinary
Business. For the past three years, Hunter has been updating,
teaching and coordinating Social Development Programs at West
Point, including overseeing formal and informal event planning
for the Corps. These events often include high-ranking military
officials and civilian personnel as guests. Hunter is supported in
the Office of Social Development by Jori Reed, DCA’s Cadet
Programs Manager, and the office also has years of social expertise
from Kathy Keirsey, who has served as the Assistant Cadet
Hostess for the past 25 years.

Photo: Nile Clarke/WPAOG; WPAOG archives

Some Old Grads might remember a time when the Cadet Hostess
used to be called a “girl wrangler” and would play matchmaker to
help cadets find dates for social events and “hops.” The program
has definitely evolved since then, and when women started
attending West Point in 1976, training adapted to cover etiquette
for all new officers regardless of gender. Hunter says that
“kindness, courtesy and respect are gender neutral, so the core
concepts did not change, but became more inclusive.” Although
the details of the program continue to evolve, the purpose of West
Point’s current Social Development training remains the same: to
ensure that all cadets have the necessary social skills, cultural
awareness, military protocol and decorum training to be
successful officers in today’s global society.

Cadet Information Systems Officer Tyrell Cook ’23 demonstrating a proper greeting and
handshake with DCA Director of Protocol and Social Development Cynthia Hunter.

She also works with cadets on knowing when to “unplug” in
social situations, saying, “No one’s company is more important
than the person in your presence.” She has developed the
acronym “HURT” to guide cadets on when not to communicate
online. “If you are Hungry, Upset, Restless, or Tired, don’t send
the message,” Hunter says. She also works to link the USMA
Character pillar principles to online and social media behavior,
and helps cadets realize that “it takes years to build a good
reputation, but only seconds to destroy it.”
Hunter also says that some traditional lessons that begin during
CBT remain relevant for all cadets. “They learn basic social skills:
introductions, dining etiquette, how to be a good guest (at their

New Etiquette Rules and Tools for the
Digital Age
West Point magazine talked with Hunter to learn what the most
significant changes have been in recent years in the Social
Development Programs. With the rise of digital communication
and the universal presence of cell phones, the Social
Development Program has added social media skills training to
its curriculum. “We cover everything from texting sensitivity to
guarding your online image and Facebook profile,” Hunter says.
The Cadet Hostess office in Cullum Hall.
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The Cadet Hostess teaches cadets etiquette for formal banquets such as giving toasts and navigating a receiving line. Left: A cadet offers a formal toast a the Class of 2020 500th
Night Banquet in 2019. Right: USMA 2021 cadets greet SUPT LTG Darryl Williams ’83 and his wife Erin in the receiving line at Yearling Winter Weekend in 2019.

sponsor’s home), and how to write a ‘thank you’ note,” she says.
“The older editions of Bugle Notes discuss these skills and they are
still relevant today, because etiquette, in short, represents good
manners, and good manners never go out of style.”
Mastering etiquette takes lot of work, and Hunter’s office is always
open to those who need extra training and mentoring. To make
etiquette lessons more fun for cadets, Hunter and Reed have
recently been using an app called “Kahoot!” that keeps cadets
engaged and on their toes with quizzes that enable them to
compete against each other. Hunter says the app “has made a huge
impact, because the cadets love playing it.” Throughout a cadet’s
years at West Point, a wide range of etiquette classes are available
on all levels, from the basics to wedding rehearsals with sabers,
wine and cheese tastings, and all kinds of dance instruction.

A Lifelong Skill
West Point’s Social Development Program doesn’t end with
graduation. Hunter says that members of the Long Gray Line
serving around the globe receive ongoing support from her
office regarding unit training, on-post formal dinners, and
military weddings. As Hunter says, “A West Point grad is a

West Point grad forever. One becomes part of the Long Gray
Line for a lifetime.” 

View our video of the Cadet Hostess preparing USMA 2023
for the formal banquet on Plebe Parent Weekend. Open the
camera on your smartphone or tablet. Hold over the QR
Code image at right. A link will appear. Click on the link.
Or go to bit.ly/Cadetiquettevideo

2020 Graduation Etiquette and Protocol
Adapts to Current Conditions
Graduation is a special time at West Point, and this year the
Academy made changes to events due to the COVID-19
pandemic. West Point etiquette also adapted, making changes
to celebration protocols for the safety of the graduating second
lieutenants. Seating for the Class of 2020 graduation dinner in
the Mess Hall, for example, was changed to align with social
distancing policies, while still upholding the many traditions
associated with this event.

1931 – 1941
1941 – 1947
1947 – 1957
1957 – 1968
1968 – 1974
1974 – 1984
1984 – 2000
2000 – 2004
2004 – 2006
2007 – 2010
2010 – 2017
2017 – Present
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Harriet Pray Rogers (buried at West Point)
Marcia Thom Lystad
Doris Speer Barth (Barth Hall at Camp Buckner is named for her)
Beatrice Bryant Holland
Patricia Byers
Barbara Camp Brown
Carolyn Gaspard (last Cadet Hostess to live in Gingerbread House)
Carol S. Weart
MaryEllen (Conway) Picciuto ’86 (first West Point graduate)
Jane (O’Connor) Jollota ‘83
Sharyn Kennedy Amoroso
Cynthia Hunter (first Navy spouse)
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West Point Cadet Hostesses

OFFICIAL CLASS RING SUPPLIER
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Celebrating 30 years
serving seniors.
The Fairfax is Northern Virginia’s premier retirement
community for military officers and their spouses. We
welcome you to stop in to learn more about our rich history
and discover how you can become a part of our future.

Visit RetireFairfax.com/WP
to learn more.

© 2019 Sunrise Senior Living

Balfour can replace Class Rings, Miniatures
and Wedding Bands for the above listed back
dated classes.
Contact Jayne Roland at
(201) 262-8800 or
balfourna@optonline.net
0319. 28989 ©2019 Balfour. All Rights Reserved

Consistency - noun
Conformity in the application of something, typically
that which is necessary for the sake of logic,
accuracy, or fairness:

We’re hiring a few Associates to take part in our growth.
If you have a passion for commercial real estate,
and investor relations, please visit our website and contact us.

Synonyms: steadiness, reliability
Antonym: Fickleness (found often in weather
and financial markets)

www.BattleMonument.com
Photo Credit Gregory D. Gadson
DISCLAIMER: This private organization is a non-federal entity and not an official activity of the United States Military Academy. It is
not endorsed, recommended, or favored by the United States government. The views and opinions expressed by this organization
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Military Academy, Department of the Army, or Department of Defense.
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Military Retiree Recognition Program
WPAOG’s new Military Retiree Recognition Program honors our military retirees for their service and sacrifice.
If you retired on October 1, 2017 or later, you and three guests are eligible for a free Grad Insider Tour, as well as a
free night at The Hotel Thayer, subject to restrictions. We will also publish your name in West Point magazine,
with your permission. If you wish to participate, please contact retiree@wpaog.org to learn more.
The following graduates retired from active, reserve, or National Guard duty. We thank you for serving this great
nation, and the Association looks forward to serving you. 

Name

Class

Name

CW4 Dan Beaty
COL Edward J. Hlopak II
COL Mark A. Haseman
COL Andrew A. Olson

1984
1989
1990
1990

COL James A. Rupkalvis
COL Kyle N. Remick
COL Brett D. Owens
MAJ Edward J. Wajda III

1990
1994
1994
2002
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Planning a career transition? Start here.
 T he only military career fair exclusively for Federal Service Academy Graduates.
M
 eet one-on-one with corporate recruiters looking for the unique skills and

experience of Academy graduates.
 G et peer advice on managing the challenges of career transitions.
		
San Diego, CA (Virtual)
 L earn how to get your foot in the door for your desired civilian career.
		 Dallas, TX (Virtual)
 E xplore graduate school options.
		
Jacksonville, FL
 NEW: Text “CareerServices” to 51555 to subscribe for weekly updates
		
Washington, DC
on announcements, hot jobs, webinars etc.,
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WPAOG Career Services

WPAOGcareers.org | 845.446.1618
Email: careers@wpaog.org

WestPointAOG.org

WPAOG Career Services can help!
If you would like more information about WPAOG
Career Services visit wpaogcareers.org

Photos: Shutterstock
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To register for any SACC as an attendee or exhibitor, go to sacc-jobfair.com.
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Aug 18–21, 2020
Oct 27–30, 2020
Feb 25–26, 2021
TBD

Unlock the Power of the Long Gray Line
with WPAOG’s Career Services

264
GRADS
PLACED
SINCE 2019

600

Grads engaged
with Career
Services

2,725
COMPANIES
IN CAREER
SERVICES
PORTFOLIO

1000+

Employer posted
jobs on average in
Career Services
portfolio

In today’s market, networking is the most effective way to
get a new job! WPAOG Career Services is the hub of your
Long Gray Line Network!
We’re here for you every step of the way.
All USMA graduates have lifetime free access to Career Services, including the following services
and employer connections:
• Dedicated transition coaching by our experienced team members

TOP INDUSTRIES

• Quarterly SACC Job Fairs including new virtual events

Information Technology (IT)
Financial Services
Consulting
Defense
Engineering & Construction

• Tailored networking events and webinars
•W
 orkshops relevant to each facet of the job search, including
preparing for SACC
• Grad-only access to Career Services Job Board
• 150+ employer partnerships across diverse industries

• N
 etworking opportunities through our database of 500+ industrial and regional advisors
• Access to Korn Ferry Advance career coaching platform and job board
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CAREER SERVICES

For more information on this program, please contact a member of
WPAOG’s Career Services team at careers@wpaog.org
or visit us online at WPAOGCareers.org
Text “careerservices” to 51555 for instant careers updates
All statistics as of 7/10/2020
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GRIPPING HANDS

Gripping Hands
“Grip hands—though it be from the shadows—while we swear as you did of yore, or
living or dying, to honor the Corps, and the Corps, and the Corps.” —Bishop Shipman, 1902

2012

Bailey and Beebe Selected as Olmsted Scholars

WPAOG congratulates Captain Joseph B. Bailey and Captain Frederick E. Beebe on their selection as Olmsted
Scholars in the class of 2021. The Olmsted Scholar Program was established in 1959 by Major General
(Retired) George H. Olmsted, First Captain of the West Point Class of 1922. The program provides a two-and-a-half to three-year
educational experience that includes full-time
graduate study at a foreign university in the
non-English language of that country. All five
branches of the military nominate young officers
for the Olmsted program each year. Candidates
are selected for their propensity and aptitude for
leadership. Bailey, an Armor officer, will study in
Aix-en-Provence, France, and Beebe, an Engineer,
will study in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Notable West Point graduates who were
Olmsted Scholars include Ambassador John
P. Abizaid ’73, former Commander, U.S. Central
Command, and Lieutenant General (Ret.) Patrick J.
Donahue ‘80, former Deputy Commander,
U.S. Forces Command.

CPT Joseph B. Bailey

CPT Frederick E. Beebe



General Officer Announcements
The Chief of Staff of the Army announces the following officer assignments:
MG Christopher T. Donahue ’92 to Commanding General, 82d Airborne Division, Fort Bragg, NC
BG David S. Doyle ’93 to Commanding General, Joint Readiness Training Center and Fort Polk, Fort Polk, LA
MG Diana M. Holland ’90 to Commanding General, Mississippi Valley Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Vicksburg, MS
BG Heidi J. Hoyle ’94 to Commanding General, Military Surface Deployment and Distribution Command, Scott AFB, IL
BG Mark H. Landes ’90 to Commanding General, First Army Division East, Fort Knox, KY
BG (USAR) Ernest Litynski ’94 to Commander (Troop Program Unit), 85th U.S. Army Reserve Support Command, Arlington
Heights, IL
MG Daniel G. Mitchell ’85 to Commanding General, U.S. Army Sustainment Command, Rock Island, IL
BG Paul E. Owen ’90 to Commanding General, South Pacific Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, San Francisco, CA
BG Mark W. Thompson ’86 to Commanding General, Regional Health Command-Europe/Command Surgeon, U.S. Army
Europe, Germany
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BG(P) Douglas A. Sims II ’91 to Commanding General, 1st Infantry Division and Fort Riley, Fort Riley, KS

GRIPPING HANDS

1978

Bulls Named to Savoy Magazine’s
Most Influential Black Executives

WPAOG Director Herman Bulls is one of Savoy Magazine’s 2020 Most Influential Black Executives in
Corporate America. Selection for this list begins by examining the landscape of spheres of influence
impacting Savoy’s readership including: corporate sector influence, scholastic achievement, career
growth, community outreach and recognition. Nominees make the list based upon their exemplary
record of accomplishments and influence while working to better their community and inspire others.

1998

Morgan Completes Mission Aboard ISS

West Point Astronaut Colonel Andrew Morgan ’98 MD returned to Earth on April 17, after
272 days in space aboard the International Space Station. His mission, which began July 20,
2019, coincided with the 50th anniversary of the historic Apollo 11 lunar landing. Morgan also shares the
distinction of landing on Earth exactly 50 years to the day after the tense but triumphant Apollo 13 landing.
USMA 1998: Look closely at the cap he put on after taking off his helmet! “Duty Will Not Wait!”

Blatty Receives Fulbright
2000 U.S. Scholar Award
Jennifer “JT” Blatty ’00 has received a Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program award in
photography through the U.S. Department of State Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs. Transition Within Conflict and Across Borders, a multimedia
documentation of Ukraine’s 2014 volunteer soldiers of the conflict in eastern
Ukraine, researches men and women who, of their own free will and many
without military training, self-deployed into a war zone to fight against the
Russian insurgency, risking everything to protect their homeland and vision for
a life free of government corruption. Visit jtblatty.com to learn more about The
Ukraine Project.



General Officer Announcements
The following officers were confirmed by the Senate:
LTG Edward M. Daly ’87 for appointment to the rank of General and assignment as Commanding General, U.S. Army
Materiel Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL
MG Dennis Scott McKean ’90 for appointment to the rank of Lieutenant General and assignment as Deputy
Commanding General, Futures and Concepts, U.S. Army Futures Command, Austin, TX

Photos: submitted

For promotion to the rank of Brigadier General:
COL (USAR) Christopher Z. Barra ’89
COL Robert L. Barrie, Jr. ’90
COL Christopher G. Beck ’93
COL Trevor J. Bredenkamp ’92
COL Paul G. Craft ’93

COL Matthew L. Eichburg ’93
COL David C. Foley ’94
COL Patrick L. Gaydon ’94
COL Clair A. Gill ’94
COL James P. Isenhower III ’92

COL Ryan M. Janovic ’93
COL Thomas W. O’Connor, Jr. ’94
COL William A. Ryan III ’94
COL David C. Trybula ’89
COL Richard L. Zellman ’92
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WPAOG News
Meeting the Challenge of COVID-19:
WPAOG Pivots to Continue Providing Outstanding
Service while Working Remotely
Beginning March 16, in compliance with West Point and New York State guidelines, like many of our fellow Americans, WPAOG
staff transitioned to working from home. Mid-March is the beginning of what is usually one of the busiest times of the year, with
more than 100 Founders Day events planned by West Point Societies around the world in March and April. WPAOG staff had also
been eagerly anticipating a full schedule of spring events: reunions, the Entrepreneurs Summit, Projects Day and the traditional
Graduation Week events, including the alumni wreath laying and Distinguished Graduate Awards. All this was unexpectedly
interrupted by COVID-19. WPAOG President and CEO Todd Browne ’85 challenged the WPAOG team to figure out how to
continue to deliver tangible service to the Long Gray Line while working remotely. Here’s how we’ve adapted to work each day via
increased digital and phone engagement to “Unlock the Power of the Long Gray Line.”
•A s requested by the Academy, WPAOG became an important
communications partner, quickly and accurately
communicating breaking news like Superintendent’s messages,
West Point cadet schedule updates, and event cancellations
with alumni and parents.
•On March 17, WPAOG instituted the Long Gray Line
Outreach Program with the goal of personally checking in
with graduates via phone or text. By June, we had reached
out to more than 22,500 members of the Long Gray Line as
part of this initiative. Each week we shared inspiring and
heartwarming stories and quotes from this program across
the organization.
•W PAOG Career Services amped up its services to address
the economic crisis, quickly moving the March and June SACC
career fairs online, and starting a new career-related
text alert service.

•In the absence of cadet classes, athletic and other
competitions, and alumni events, WPAOG shifted our news
story creation and reporting to active outreach, soliciting
stories from all grads and staff. One result is our “Grads on
the Front Lines Against COVID-19” series profiling grads in
all walks of life who are answering the call to serve in
response to the pandemic.
•W PAOG provided uplifting and fun ways to stay connected
to West Point, offering virtual backgrounds for grads to
upload for Zoom or videoconferencing and creating several
popular short videos such as the “time lapse” of cadet lunch
in the Mess Hall, a Salute to the Women of the Long Gray
Line, and selected short video profiles of “grads in the fight”
against COVID-19.

•W PAOG successfully maintained, and in some cases,
increased, our print and digital communications with the
Long Gray Line, parents and widows while in quarantine via
West Point magazine (sent free to all graduates, widows and
cadet parents), First Call, Parent Review, daily death
notifications, Class Notes, daily newsfeeds, and social media.
All our channels achieved significant growth in audience
numbers and engagement from March through June.
•Grads also used this time to reconnect and update their
profiles and Register of Graduates online in record numbers in
April and May.
64
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•W PAOG activated Gripping Hands, a forum to help grads stay
connected during this time. Hosted on our new Sallyport
platform, the Gripping Hands program can assist the Long
Gray Line in the times of greatest need such as natural disasters,
economic events, and the current global pandemic. Please sign
up or contact us at grippinghands@wpaog.org to volunteer or
ask for assistance.

WPAOG NEWS
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To help you navigate the employment impacts of the Coronavirus
pandemic, the WPAOG Career Services team is 100 percent
operational and available to support your career transition needs.
During this period of uncertainty, Career Services is offering to
waive our refundable $150 enhanced service fee in the event of
financial hardship. Our team has accepted the challenge to help
everyone who would like to transition to a new job. The quarterly
Service Academy Career Conference (SACC) has adapted to this
new professional environment by going virtual! The virtual SACC
format is a great opportunity to meet with recruiters and hone your
interview skills. You can also sign up for the new WPAOG Career
Services text messaging system. Get instant alerts about hot jobs,
webinars, job fairs and other career related activities by texting the
keyword “careerservices” to 51555 to automatically subscribe.

Grads Helping Grads—
Gripping Hands on Sallyport

Photos: WPAOG archives

Watch WPAOG’s 2030
Strategic Plan Video
On May 22, WPAOG’s 151st Birthday, we shared a
video highlighting our Strategic Plan for the future of
WPAOG as we continue to serve West Point and the
Long Gray Line. Originally created for this year’s
Founders Day celebrations, it is a dynamic summary of
WPAOG’s 2030 Strategic Plan to advance our alumni
body’s remarkable record of service to West Point and
to one another. The plan builds on the many existing
connections among graduates, and defines a campaign
for the next decade to continue to unlock the power of
the Long Gray Line. We invite you to view the 2030
Strategic Plan video on the WPAOG Vimeo page at:
https://vimeo.com/395982511. You may also read the
full plan online on the WPAOG website at:
WestPointAOG.org/file/WPAOGStrategicPlan.pdf.

As part of our vision to be the most highly connected alumni
body in the world, WPAOG has activated a forum to help you
stay connected during this time-Gripping Hands. Hosted on
our new Sallyport platform, the Gripping Hands program assists
the Long Gray Line in times of greatest need, such as natural
disasters, economic events, and the current global pandemic. You
may also contact us at grippinghands@wpaog.org to volunteer or
ask for assistance. Graduates who have not already activated their
Sallyport account should log in using the email address you have
on file with WPAOG, and it will prompt you to set up a
password. If you login with an address not matching our records,
the Alumni Services staff will reach out to you for confirmation
details prior to activating. Visit Sallyport.WestPointAOG.org/
topics/13993/feed to get started today.
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WPAOG Grad Link Now Powered by Sallyport
Important notes:
Grad Link is now officially a feature of the new Sallyport app!
Sallyport is a platform that WPAOG provides at no cost for
1. Y
 ou will need to download the app or save a web address
West Point Societies to manage their membership, host event
(or both!), depending on how you would prefer to access
registrations, and for leaders to communicate with members.
Grad Link.
Over 100 Societies are already using the platform, and over time
2. F
 irst-time visitors will need to activate their accounts. Your
it will also be open to Shared Interest Groups and Classes. Grad
WPAOG
website login credentials will not provide access
Link, your 24/7 connection to the Long Gray Line, is fully
to
Sallyport.
mobile, simple, and easy. All grads have a free account ready to
activate by simply using the email you have on file with the West
3. T
 o ensure the integrity of our online community, all
Point Association of Graduates. Fellow grads and volunteer
accounts will be validated. Occasionally, account validation
leaders will be able to reach their former classmates, Societies,
could take up to 24 hours.
and connect with our alumni body from anywhere in the world. If you have any questions, please contact GradLink@wpaog.org.
Download the Sallyport app now on Google Play or the Apple
App Store to learn how we maintain our vision as the most
highly connected alumni body in the world!

The West Point Society of Connecticut made history by
hosting the first-ever virtual Founders Day on April 4. Instead
of canceling or postponing their celebration, these innovative
grads and guests got together online for an otherwise
“traditional” Founders Day, complete with a toast, a video
message from Superintendent LTG Darryl Williams ’83,
remarks by USMA speaker COL Greg Boylan ’94, greetings
from the oldest and youngest graduates present, and finishing
up by singing the Alma Mater. Club President Scott Anders ’77
even donned black tie attire for his role as emcee. This creative
virtual event was the first of its kind since the suspension of
public events and travel during March and April, a time
when West Point grads worldwide usually gather to mark the
1802 establishment of the Academy at their local Founders
Day celebrations.
Go to vimeo.com/408151442 to view the story video.
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Update Your Record of
Service to the Nation for the
2020 Register of Graduates
It’s been five years since the last Register was published,
and we are preparing for the next edition of WPAOG’s
oldest publication. We invite all graduates to help us
continue the project initiated by General George W.
Cullum, Class of 1833, to chronicle the careers and
service to the nation of all West Point graduates. This
edition will be an indispensable treasury of military
history, with individual entries recording the names,
classes and careers of every West Point graduate from
1802 to the present. Graduates can review their current
ROG biographies and submit updates online at
WestPointAOG.org/RegisterofGraduates. Login today
to review yours and update
your assignments,
promotions, retirement
and civilian positions in
time to be included in the
2020 edition. Information
on ordering the 2020
Register will be published
in fall 2020.

Photos: WPAOG archives

WPS of CT Hosts Historic
Virtual Founders Day

PARENTS CORNER/WPAOG NEWS

Parents Corner
Welcome Parents of the West Point Class of 2024!
The West Point Association of Graduates offers a range of services for cadet parents. West Point, WPAOG’s
quarterly official alumni magazine, is mailed to all cadet parents free of charge. We also send out the monthly
“Parent Review” enewsletter with cadet and Academy news updates. On social media, you can follow West
Point, WPAOG and West Point Parents on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. You can also receive our daily
RSS newsfeeds of USMA and Cadet news by subscribing on the WPAOG website at WestPointAOG.org/
usmacadetnews. Additional information on regional Parents Clubs and other resources may be found on the
parent portal of our website at WestPointAOG.org/ParentResources.

WPAOG Publishes Online Parent Handbook
for 2020-2021
The WPAOG Parent Handbook provides everything you need to know about being a member of the West Point community
and participating in your cadet’s 47-month experience. A tool to help families meet the unique challenges of having a son or
daughter attend West Point, the guide includes valuable information about visiting West Point, resources available to families,
WPAOG support and services, connecting with other families through the WPAOG website’s Parent Portal, how to become
involved with Parents Clubs, and special events. Please contact Shelisa Baskerville, WPAOG’s Parent Relations Manager, at
Shelisa.Baskerville@wpaog.org to learn more.

WPAOG News
WPAOG Wins 4 Stevie Awards
WPAOG won two Gold and two Silver Stevie® Awards at the 18th Annual American Business Awards®.
WPAOG’s Gold awards were for our 150th Anniversary Video and our Parent Handbook. The Silver
Awards were for Small Non-Profit/Government Organization of the Year and Human Resources Team of
the Year for the Career Services Team. The American Business Awards is the United State’s premier
business awards program, recognizing achievement in every facet of the workplace. All organizations
operating in the U.S. are eligible to submit nominations. More than 3,600 nominations from
organizations of all sizes and in virtually every industry were considered.

WPAOG Wins 2 CASE Circle of Excellence Awards
We are proud to announce that two WPAOG programs received Circle of Excellence Awards from the Council for
Advancement and Support for Education (CASE), the premier global non-profit association dedicated to
educational advancement. WPAOG Career Services program received a Gold Award (of 130 awarded), and the
150th Anniversary Video received a Bronze Award (of 139 awarded). In 2020, there were 2,752 entries (from 587
institutions in 28 countries) and 441 total awards. These awards reflect the efforts of our 2019 150th Anniversary
theme, as they are great examples of “honoring the past and preparing for the future.”
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MAILBOX

MAILBOX
Praise for the 2020 spring issue:

Praise for the 2020 spring issue, but…

FROM: Wolfgang Fletter ’63

FROM: LTC (R) David W Bauer ’60

I’m not a guy that writes a lot of letters to the editors;
however, I wanted to remark that the 2020 spring
issue of West Point magazine seemed to be almost
like a concert, all the articles somehow tied together,
and the spirit of the Academy came through in a way
that made me proud to be a graduate. It wasn’t one
single article; for me, it was more that the complete
issue gave an insightful image of West Point itself
and, through that, a thoughtful individual can realize
and recognize what it is. Great Job!

I enjoyed the magazine but was dismayed to see
that you misnamed the oldest (1842) military junior
college in the nation in the article about the West
Point Association of Graduates Preparatory
Scholarship Program. Please put a correction in the
next issue: it is “Marion Military Institute,” not
“Marion Military Academy.” I taught history and
served as West Point advisor at MMI for 33 years. I
worked closely with COL Herbert and know how
much he meant to the program.

FROM: William Carper ’71

FROM: Bob Frank ’65

I really enjoyed CDT Furey’s article “The Corps Has
Not” in the 2020 spring issue, as he accurately
describes the 24/7 potential accountability of
modern life and the continual need for professional
conduct that I experienced as a businessperson
before I retired. That level of accountability, which
cadets now experience, is daunting. My era’s lack of
constant scrutiny allowed us, as cadets, to participate
in a variety of unmonitored activities the current
Corps probably can’t enjoy. Please share my thanks
to CDT Furey for his letter to the Long Gray Line.

Just finished reading the 2020 spring issue of West
Point magazine. Congratulations to all involved in
putting out another superb issue! Of course,
putting out so much information always runs the
risk of nitpicking, and I need to point out an error
regarding BG McPeak’s piece. Specifically, the
caption under the photo on p. 62 is incorrect. The
photo clearly shows St. Basil’s Cathedral, the
Kremlin and Lenin’s Tomb in the background. That
means the photo was taken in Moscow and not in
St. Petersburg as indicated. My two years teaching
Russian history to cadets is what made BG
McPeak’s article of interest to me.

RESPONSE:
Thank you to all who
wrote it to tell us how
much they enjoyed the
2020 spring issue. We
work hard on each
edition to create a
magazine that we
hope does the Long
Gray Line proud.
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RESPONSE:
No excuse, sir or ma’am! We strive to be factually
accurate in every article, but every once in a while
we make a mistake. Yet, thanks to the careful
scrutiny and diligence of the Long Gray Line, we
learn from our mistakes and strive to do better in
the future. Also, corrections are made to our digital
edition, which can found at:
WestPointAOG.org/westpointmagazine

Photo: Erika Norton/WPAOG

We regret that, because of limited space, we cannot publish all letters received.
Letters may be edited and shortened for space. Submit comments or questions to Editor@wpaog.org, or chat
with us on one of our WPAOG social media channels.
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2LT John C. Erskine*
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2LT Matthew S. Hopwood*
2LT Dov L. Landau*
2LT Nikita Pereverzin
2LT Jakob W. Poole*
2LT Lauren S. Schultz*
2LT Joshua J. W. Schwindt*
2LT Robert J. Seals*
2LT Felix L. Thibodeau IV*
2LT William W. Thomas*
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2LT Evan M. Crowell*
2LT Eurica Shane Y. Diego
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2LT Weichun M. Wang*
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2LT Jay T. Yang*
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2LT Matthew R. Houston*
2LT Thomas V. May*
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2LT Grace E. Blackwell
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2LT Joshua L. Fonseca*
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2LT Zachary E. Aponte*
2LT Matthew R. Arnold*
2LT Devon R. Joseph*
2LT Ethan M. Porter*
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Donors through June 11, 2020
*Major Donor

CLASS OF 2020
DONOR WALL
Firstie classes work with WPAOG
and the Academy leading up to
their 10th reunions to determine
how their Class Gift Fund will best
support their class goals, the
Corps and the Superintendent’s
strategic priorities.
Interested in joining your
classmates in support of West Point?
Contact our Class Giving Team at
classgiving@wpaog.org or
845.446.1656 or you can give online
at WestPointAOG.org/giveonline

thank
you
to our
donors!

BE THOU AT PEACE

Be Thou at Peace
COL Edward Burr II USA, Retired
JUN 1943
Lt Gen William W. Snavely USAF, Retired JUN 1943
LTC Charles J. Davis USA, Retired
1944
Dr. Francis J. Hale
1944
Col John M. Werner Jr. USAF, Retired
1944
Lt Col Edgar W. Nichols USAF, Retired
1945
Mr. Harry J. Shaw
1945
Mr. Richard Van Houten
1945
Mr. Charles P. Baker III
1946
Dr. Robert H. Bryan
1946
Mr. Farrel E. Dockstetter
1946
Lt Col Max M. Feibelman USAF, Retired
1946
LTC William C. Fuller USA, Retired
1946
Lt Col Robert T. Gorman USAF, Retired
1946
Lt Gen Edgar S. Harris Jr. USAF, Retired
1946
Mr. Howard B. Hirschfield
1946
Mr. Robert S. Hughes
1946
Mr. Ricardo A. Jimenez
1946
Mr. Edwin M. Joseph
1946
Mr. William R. Kelty Jr.
1946
COL Clarence W. Kingsbury USA, Retired 1946
Lt Col Richard E. Lamp USAF, Retired
1946
Mr. David S. Lane
1946
Dr. Alexander R. McBirney
1946
LTC Thornton M. Milton USA, Retired
1946
Mr. Alexander Papajohn
1946
Mr. William R. Phillips Sr.
1946
Mr. Harry H. Roddenberry Jr.
1946
COL Amos B. Shattuck IV USA, Retired
1946
COL Samuel C. Skemp Jr. USA, Retired
1946
Lt Col Thaddeus S. Skladzien USAF, Retired 1946
COL Jere O. Whittington USA, Retired
1946
COL Richard M. Wildrick USA, Retired
1946
Mr. Charles G. Williamson Jr.
1946
COL John L. Kennedy Jr. USA, Retired
1947
COL Norman R. Rosen USA, Retired
1947
LTC William Smith USA, Retired
1947
Mr. Samuel F. Hurt Jr.
1948
Lt Col Charles A. Byrne USAF, Retired
1949
Col W. H. Jenkins Jr. USAF, Retired
1949
Dr. Luther B. Aull III
1950
LTC Robert H. Hoisington USA, Retired
1950
Col James R. Slay USAF, Retired
1950
LTC David L. Bills USA, Retired
1951
Mr. James S. Brett
1951
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Mr. John W. Croan
Maj Gen Gerald K. Hendricks USAF, Retired
COL Michael Kovalsky USA, Retired
LTC Frank A. Mullens USA, Retired
COL Howard W. Snyder USA, Retired
Mr. Daniel W. Derbes
COL Henry I. Lowder USA, Retired
COL Donald R. Swygert USA, Retired
Mr. James N. Walter
LTC John P. Angstadt USA, Retired
Col William R. Davis USAF, Retired
Mr. Dyke McCarty
Mr. Robert J. Ellis
MG Victor J. Hugo Jr. USA, Retired
Mr. Roger R. Kolker
Lt Col John E. Krause USAF, Retired
Lt Col Ralph E. Porter USAF, Retired
LTC Robert E. Deardorff Jr. USA, Retired
LTC Herbert C. Finger USA, Retired
MG Donald C. Hilbert USA, Retired
Col Paul L. Martin Jr. USAF, Retired
COL Leon E. McKinney USA, Retired
Lt Gen John L. Pickitt USAF, Retired
Lt Col Alfred M. Worden USAF, Retired
Brig Gen Michael H. Alexander USAF, Retired
GEN John W. Foss USA, Retired
LTG Thomas N. Griffin Jr. USA, Retired
COL Richard J. Keating USA, Retired
COL Russell A. Mericle Jr. USA, Retired
Mr. Walter J. Muller Jr.
LTC Thorton S. Saferstein USA, Retired
Col Jan E. Verfurth USAF, Retired
Col Byron S. Fitzgerald USAF, Retired
LTC George L. O'Grady Jr. USA, Retired
Col Jose J. Olvera USAF, Retired
COL James A. Swenson USA, Retired
LTC David A. Clarke USA, Retired
Mr. William W. Foulkes III
Mr. Joseph J. Katz
Mr. Gerald L. O'Barr
BG Anthony A. Smith USA, Retired
LTC John R. Sutherland Jr. USA, Retired
Col James R. Wade USAF, Retired
Mr. John F. Carroll
Mr. James S. Dick

Deaths reported from March 12, 2020 — June 12, 2020

1951
1951
1951
1951
1951
1952
1952
1952
1952
1953
1953
1953
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1956
1957
1957
1957
1957
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959

COL Donald J. Fitchett USA, Retired
LTC Roy E. Losey Jr. USA, Retired
COL Jim R. Paschall USA, Retired
CPT Walker H. Flint USA, Retired
COL John P. Kane USA, Retired
MAJ Samuel P. Kelley Jr. USA, Retired
COL John A. Le Febvre USA, Retired
Mr. Kenneth R. Ludovici
Mr. Henry L. Meloan
LTC Robert J. Schiemann USA, Retired
LTC Donald C. Anselm USA, Retired
Mr. Louis C. Berra Jr.
MAJ J. W. Chism USA, Retired
Mr. Lee H. Sager Jr.
COL John K. Solomon USA, Retired
Mr. Glenn A. Chadbourne
BG Nicholas R. Hurst USA, Retired
Mr. Rogelio L. Luis
LTC Ralph L. Lurker USA, Retired
Mr. Waide N. Rishel Jr.
Mr. Lawrence R. Scheewe
Mr. Richard R. Steinke
LTC Gerald A. Tysver USA, Retired
COL Clark T. Ballard Jr. MD USA, Retired
COL Arthur F. Conlon USA, Retired
Mr. Raymond R. Moose
Mr. Roy J. Faddis
COL Thomas M. Kullman USA, Retired
LTC James R. Lindou USA, Retired
Mr. Frank C. Mashburn Jr.
COL Milivoj Tratensek USA, Retired
BG James F. Hennessee USA, Retired
COL Lyttle P. Hughes USA, Retired
LTC John T. Johnson Jr. USA, Retired
LTC Nathan H. Kniker USA, Retired
Mr. Thomas D. Mac Vicar
Mr. Jose L. Sanchez
LTC Robert C. Dunavan USA, Retired
Dr. Jon L. Steel
Mr. Robert M. Thompson
Mr. Bruce C. Baccei
LTC John D. Hart USA, Retired
Mr. Rufus H. Shumate Jr.
Mr. Henry W. Alward II
COL Warren F. Bowland MD USA, Retired

1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963
1964
1964
1964
1964
1964
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1966
1966
1966
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968

Mr. George J. Heckman Jr.
Mr. Dennis J. Hergenrether
COL Oliver R. Johnson USA, Retired
COL Leon F. Morand III USA, Retired
Mr. Werner J. Stolp
Mr. Francis J. Kopczynski Jr.
Mr. Brian B. O'Neill Jr.
Mr. Robert S. Frank
Mr. Bruce L. Spear
Mr. Robert V. Lambert Jr.
COL David H. McIntyre Ph.D. USA, Retired
Mr. Lawrence C. Merkl
LTC John L. Hamlin USA, Retired
Mr. Bill A. Martin Jr.
Mr. Edward V. McCracken
Mr. Dale E. Morgan Jr.
Dr. Thomas B. Nelson
Mr. Michael L. Rudzis
Mr. George C. Wildrick
MG David A. Fastabend USA, Retired
LTC Daniel L. French USA, Retired
Mr. Roger E. Cawthon
COL James J. Dunphy Jr. USA, Retired
Mr. Bruce E. Jablonski
Dr. Peter R. Burke
COL Robert L. Coxe Jr. USA, Retired
MAJ Michael W. Adamson USA, Retired
MAJ Matthew M. Holm USA, Retired
Mr. Mark C. Savarese
Mr. Edward F. Clemons
Mr. Francisco A. Crescioni
Mr. Larry L. Uland
Mr. Bruce E. Seeling
Mr. James T. Turner
Ms. Sally M. Greb
Mr. Michael K. Williams
Mr. Lawrence P. Cabot Jr.
Mr. Matthew M. Hull
Dr. James P. Bradley
Mr. Paul A. Vitagliano
LTC Brandon S. Glover USA, Retired
Mr. Marcus J. Jackson
LTC Stephen A. Gerber USA, Retired
Mr. Anthony V. Mitek
CPT Bryce A. Christensen USA

1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1970
1970
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1976
1976
1977
1977
1978
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980
1983
1983
1984
1984
1985
1985
1995
1997
1999
2001
2010

PAST IN REVIEW

Past in Review
F

or years Bugle Notes, the West Point
“bible” given to all new cadets on
R-Day, posed the following question:
“What is the oldest building on post?”
The answer provided was Quarters 100,
the Superintendent’s house, completed in
the spring of 1820. But this is not
historically accurate. The true answer is
the Commandant’s house, Quarters 101,
which was finished five or six months
earlier than the Superintendent’s house,
in the fall of 1819. In 1991, Dr. Theodore
Crackel discovered the documents
supporting this fact, and thus a long-held
“fact” became a myth.

Photo: USMA Library archives

Regardless of this inaccuracy, in the
spring of 2020 the Superintendent’s
house celebrated its Bicentennial
milestone. It is one of the most historic
homes in the United States, which has
hosted dignitaries from Mark Twain to
King George V of Great Britain, not to
mention nearly every U.S. president,
including Abraham Lincoln. It remains
the largest and most extensive living
quarters on West Point. In 1988, Gilliam
Grozier, a writer for the Hudson Valley
magazine, wrote, “Through this century
a procession of kings, queens and heads
of state have trooped in and out of
Quarters 100.”
When Captain, later Major, Sylvanus
Thayer, Class of 1808, arrived at the
Academy in the summer of 1817, he
occupied an old a private residence built
prior to the Revolutionary War. He soon
determined it was inadequate. Thayer
then requested $5,000 for the
construction of a new Superintendent’s
residence. The funding was approved in
1819 and construction commenced
immediately. Quarters 100 was
completed in the spring of 1820 at an
eventual cost of $6,670. The architectural
style is Federalist, even though later
additions have changed the footprint.
In 1826 a classmate of Thayer’s from his
days at Dartmouth College observed,
“The house is perfectly quiet, there is a
good deal of dignity in the sort of
solitude he [Thayer] lives.” Thayer was a

The Superintendent’s quarters ca.1870.

A History of West Point’s
Most Famous House
By LTC (R) Sherman L. Fleek,
USMA Command Historian, Guest Writer

lifelong bachelor and lived alone, except
for Molly, the maid and cook, and
Patrick Murphy, a manservant. Thayer
had the famous West Point Hotel
constructed at Trophy Point in 1829
because he was not too keen in having
official visitors—senators, politicians and
members of the Board of Visitors—
staying in his private quarters.
After Thayer departed in 1833, Captain
René De Russy, Class of 1812, and his
family moved in. For nearly 200 years,
Quarters 100 has been a family residence.
Several Superintendents even had a son
attend the Academy during their term.
For example, George Washington Custis
Lee, first in the Class of 1854, attended
while his father, Captain Robert E. Lee,
Class of 1829, served as the Academy’s
9th Superintendent.

Beyond Thayer, another bachelor
Superintendent was George Washington
Cullum, Class of 1833 and the father of
the Register of Graduates and Former
Cadets, which he began in 1864 while
serving as the last of the continuous line
of Corps of Engineer officers to serve as
Superintendent. He later bequeathed
$250,000 for the construction of a
memorial hall, which was named
Cullum Hall.
Douglas MacArthur, Class of 1903, was
single when he arrived in June 1919 to
assume command after fighting in the
Great War. His hostess was his 67-yearold mother, Mary Pickney Hardy
MacArthur, who, during two years of
Douglas’ cadetship, occupied a room in
the West Point Hotel. On one occasion,
Superintendent MacArthur stopped and
talked to some cadets in front of the
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Since the 1860s, several major
additions and rooms have been added
to the Superintendent’s house. The
most profound addition occurred in
1936-38, known now as the “Paul
Crete renovation,” named for the
famous French-born architect. This
renovation was a major project, adding
upstairs levels, more rooms, a new part
to the rear wing, and major changes in
the interior. It also updated the house’s
heating, electrical and pumping
systems. More than seven decades later,
in 2010, another major interior
renovation took place. With a budget of
$11 million, this two-year project
completely modernized the house’s
appliances and HVAC system. It also
involved removing plaster, remodeling
some rooms, and shoring up the
foundation and the main porch. Nearly
every distinguished visitor to West
Point, from U.S. presidents to foreign
monarchs and popular culture icons,
has been entertained in the
Superintendent’s quarters.

Houses on the Plain, ca.1869.

The house has also served as an
extension of the West Point Museum,
displaying artifacts and furniture that
are both rare and historic, including (at
times) paintings by renowned artist
Thomas Sully, a bed once owned by
President Millard Filmore, and Royal
Imari plate settings from the Emperor
of Japan.
The grounds surrounding the house are
pristine and solitary, with a finely
manicured garden. The garden to the
south was once the site of two
professors’ quarters, which were
removed in 1910 when the old North
Barracks were constructed. One of the
large and older trees in the garden was a
copper beech, believed to be nearly 200
years old when the trunk suddenly split
in the summer of 1989.
The house was open for public tours for
many years, although the family
occupying the quarters has the final say
as whether or not to allow visitors.
There have been family wedding

The 200 year old copper beech shown in the mid-1900s and after it split apart in 1989.
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receptions and other social events at the
Superintendent’s house.
“The simplicity of this house belies its
vast importance in the history of the
Academy,” architectural historian Rod
Miller wrote in 2002 about Quarters
100, and, according to the 1984
Historical American Buildings Survey
records: “For many, this diminutive
dwelling is as much a symbol of the
Military Academy as are the powerful,
granite structures of the academic core,
reflecting in its own growth and the
growth of the Military Academy.”
Sherman L. Fleek is the U.S. Military
Academy’s Command Historian. Retired
from active duty as a lieutenant colonel in
2002, Fleek served 25 years in the Army
as an enlisted tanker, aviator and finally
chief historian of the National Guard
Bureau. Prior to serving in his present
position, he also served as command
historian of Walter Reed Army Medical
Center, 2007-09, and has published five
history books.

Photos: Library of Congress; USMA Library archives; WPAOG

quarters. MacArthur, the most reformminded Superintendent in Academy
history, had just liberalized some
privileges for senior cadets, a monthly
allowance of $5 and time off on Sunday
afternoons. As the group chatted, his
mother called out from the upstairs
window, “Douglas! You must stop
talking to those boys and let them go.
Don’t you see that their ice cream is
beginning to melt?” MacArthur
married Louise Brooks in 1922, and his
bride took up residence in Quarters
100 for a few months.

I SERVED
FOR

Honor

At USAA, the same values that guide our military inspire us to go above and beyond for our
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